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"I'm not normally a praying man ... "
Homer Simpson Goes To Washington, Etce tera
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Law students BLSA & HLSA welcome new students at lL dinner
Inake day of
•
caring
a
success
David Westlake
Forum Staff Writer

T

he work varied greatly from
pulling weeds to painting, from
cleaning toys to socializing with
abandoned dogs. All work was done by
volunteers from the Valparaiso University School of Law for the Valparaiso
University Day of Caring that took
place on September 20, 2008. The
event was well represented with volunteers from each of the three classes.
Third-year Jennifer Sheetz, President
of the Valparaiso Law Democrats, did
an informal count and estimated there
were at least 60 Valpo Law volunteers.
Sheetz, who helped organize the event
in conjunction with the Porter County
United Way, was happy with the turn
out, believing it was larger than the previous year.
This was the second year the University had its own Day of Caring. At
the end of August, before school was in
session, the Porter County United Way
held its fifth annual community wide
Day of Caring, where community members from around Valparaiso would
work on a project. The University Day
of Caring was started with the inten-

Korin Knutson
See Caring, page 4

Forum Staff Writer

he seventeenth annual 1L dinner
was held at Avalon Manner in
Merrillville, Indiana on September 12, 2008. The honoree at this year's
event was Richard G. Hatcher, former
Mayor of Gary, Indiana. Among the
other speakers were Dean Jay Conison,
Professor Derrick Carter, Mark Heckler,
the new president ofValparaiso University, and Alger Boswell, a recent Valpo
Law graduate.
The dinner! was sponsored by
both the Black and Hispanic Law Student Associations (BLSA and HLSA).
Members of both organizations introduced the speakers and announced the
winner of the first annual Hilbert Bradley Scholarship.
In giving his speech at the dinner,
Hatcher talked about the importance of

T

hard work and dedication and where
those two things can lead. He shared
his love for public service and how
meaningful it can be to help people.
Family was also very important to him,
and he talked about his wife and three
daughters, pointing out how strong of a
support system people can find in family. Hatcher credited many of his accomplishments to his law degree from
Valpo Law and pressed students to take
advantage of all that is offered by their
legal education.
Hatcher is a distinguished alumnus from Valpo Law, as well as an integral part of this nation's history. He
was the first African-American mayor
of a major U.S. city. After being elected in 1967, he served as mayor of Gary
for 20 years. Following his five terms,
Hatcher was involved in numerous
political organizations, served as Vice
Chairman of Jesse Jackson's presidential campaign, opened his own consulting firm and started teaching at colleges

including Valpo.
Hatcher also extended thanks to
many deans, professors and friends.
Boswell, from the class of 2008,
gave a reflective speech at the dinner.
He had many positive experiences to
share, and explained how it is difficult to fit three years of school into a
short speech. Boswell instead listed a
few negative things regarding the Jaw
school work load in law, but made sure
to share helpful tips with the new students as well.
"Study for Carter's mid-term,"
Boswell said. "I know you don't think
much of it now, but that test can save
your life. I repeat, study for Carter's
mid-term."
The presentation of the first annual
Hilbert Bradley Scholarship followed
Boswell's speech. Hugo Gamez, President of HLSA, and Bridgitt Anderson,
President ofBLSA, announced the winner together.
First year law student, Mecca An-

derson, was chosen from a group of students who submitted essays about race
and politics. Anderson's essay, "The
Race: Color and the Run for the White
House," discussed race and the election
in addition to the three roles that race
plays in politics. The scholarship is
named after alumnus, Hilbert Bradley,
who was the first African-American
student to graduate from Valpo Law.
Bradley has been previously an honored
guest at the lL dinners on two separate
occasions.
The annual dinner began in 1992
as a small affair to welcome first-year
BLSA students. Both Hatcher and
Carter were; instrumental in organizing
the event. FILS A joined as a partner in
1998. Over the past seventeen years it
has evolved to include all 1L students,
school faculty, lawyers and judges in
the community.
Karin is a 1L and can be reached at Korin.Knutson@valpo. edu

Legally Gay
Valpo LAMBDA attends Lavender Law
conference in San
Francisco
Hugo Gamez
Forum Staff Writer

S

ince the 1970's, California has
struggled in the battle to grant
marriage rights to same-sex couples. In 2005, California's legislature
approved a same-sex marriage bill. Tbis
catapulted the controversy surrounding granting basic rights to people who
identify as Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and

spect and dignity of marriage is a basic
Transgendered (GLBT) into the mainstream. The Governor of California civil right.
Furthermore, the Court held that it
vetoed the Bill, and left the decision up
was unconstitutional to prevent sameto the courts. In 2006, several same-sex
sex couples
couples petitioned the
California Supreme
In April2006, the California from getting
beCourt to review their
Supreme Court decided married
cause GLBT
case. In April 2006,
to consolidate and hear individuals
the California Supreme Court decided
all same-sex marriage are a proto consolidate and
cases before the Court." tected class,
hear all same-sex
and discrimimarriage cases before
nation on the
the court. (In ReMarriage).
basis of sexual orientation should be
subject to strict scrutiny under the Equal
In Perez v. Sharp, the California
Protection clause of the 14th AmendSupreme Court held that the state's
ment.
interracial marriage ban was unconstiThe In Re Marriage opinion fitutional. The Court found that equal re-

nally takes into account that all men are
created equal and equality is the essence
of freedom. In the midst of this hi to ric
decision, the faculty at Valparaiso University School of Law stood behind
VU's GLBT student organization and
supported their efforts to attend the
20th Annual Lavender Law Conference
in San Francisco, California held from
September 4-6.
The Lavender Law Conference
takes place annually, and welcomes
all interested legal professionals and
law students. This year, the Valparaiso
LAMBDA Student Organization was
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Valpo launces Safe
Space Progrant

The Docket
Harry Potter and
South Park hit the
courts

Univer ity of Pitt burgh School of Law,
Telekanal 2x2 struck back against the
Prosecutor, is uing a statement on its
blog that it disputes the charges and believes it will prevail in court.
This is not the first time the TV
Christy Commers
station has been threatened due to its
programming. Just recently, Telekanal
Forum Staff Writer
2x2 was targeted by the Russian Union
he cases_ featured this month ilof Christians of Evangelical Faith. The
lustrate JUSt how pervasive the
religious group claimed the TV station
law has become; it is now affectbroadcast show that incite hatred and
ing books and cartoons.
insult religion and asked the ProsecuRussian youth will likely be untor to investigate. The Russian Federal
able to see Kyle, Cartman and the other
Surveillance Service for Mass Com"children" of South Park. The Prosecumunications, Communications· and Cultor General's office in Moscow, Russia
tural Heritage Protection, a government
filed a motion early this month seeking
agency, reprimanded Telekanal 2x2 for
to ban the animated series "South Park "
its programming and suggested they reon TV station Telekanal 2x2, claiming 'it
move shows.
violated children's rights under internaUnder former President Vladimir
tional law. The staPutin, the Rustion broadcasts South
sian government
For severo I years, the began to restrict
Park and other American shows in Moscow
Russian
government the freedom of
and St. Petersburg.
has systematically re- expression in
An office press
an attempt to
duced its citizens' free- control
release gave several
"extremreasons for this acdom of speech and ism." A 2006
tion. It stated that
expression. This is just law, for example,
the action was being
criminalized
another step in that activities that
taken "to remove violations and prevent
crusade.
harm "national
abuse of freedom of
merit" and critimass media." The
cize government
memo cited a study which found "inleaders. This law applied to television
formation products of low moral and
broadcasting, and leaders considered re~thical content have had a devastating
stricting internet use too. Russia's new
tmpact on children, distorts their values
President, Dmitry Medvedev has slightand poses the risk of panic states and
ly lessened the government's stance on
neurotic disorders." The office alleges
the freedom of expression though. He
broadcasting the show abuses the freeasked lawmakers to reject a law which
dom of mass media because it promotes
would allow the government to close
pornography, violence and cruelty. It
media outlets for broadcasting libelous
also stated broadcasting cartoons is inor scandalous stories.
compatibte with traditional principles
And now for the opinion of the
and norms of international law intended
Co~ers Court ... For several years, the
to pro~ct children from information
Russian government has systematically
which could harm their welfare, health
reduced its citizens' freedom of speech
and moral upbringing.
and expression. This is just another
According to an article on jurist.
step in that crusade. It is a shame that
com, an online news publication by the
Russia's leaders are not open to expand-

T

ing its citizens' fundamental rights, especially if it might help Russia move
forward.
Moving from TV to books, Harry
Potter fans can rest assured that an encyclopedia on the antics of Harry and
his classmates will have author JK
Rawling's blessing.
According to a BBC News article,
a New York court ruled that an encyclopedia written by Steven Vander Ark, a
Potter blogger, cannot be published.
Rawling filed the claim against Vander
Ark, alleging that publishing the encyclopedia would irreparably damage
her writing career. She stated that the
book was ''wholesale theft" in that it
consisted mostly of Rawling's original
writing and provided little original content. Rawling explained she filed the
claim to "uphold the rights of authors
everywhere to protect their own original
work."
In his ruling, Judge Robert Patterson found that Vander Ark's encyclopedia used too much ofRowling's writing
for its own purposes. The court's decision also stated that while the writing
references materials which help readers
gain more from the book series should
not be stifled, he found Vander Ark took
too much of Ms. Row ling's writing for
its own purposes.
Even though the courts prevented
Vander Ark from publishing his encyclopedia, Rawling has contemplated
writing one of her own, with the proceeds being donated to charity. However, she told the court in April that she is
unsure if she has "the will or the heart"
. to pursue it.
And now for the opinion of the
Commers Court... Kudos to JK Rowling for fighting to ensure that another
person doesn't take advantage of her
talent for their own benefit. Every author is the master of their own work
product and others shouldn't be able to
leach off of them.
Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
Christen. Commers@valpo.edu.

Professors launch
visible support of
GLBT students
Natasha Bennett
Forum Staff Writer

N

ew signs and posters will begin
showing up around Wesemann
Hall in the coming weeks as
Valparaiso University School of Law
prepares to launch its new "Safe Space"
mentoring program.
The Safe Space program is dedicated to providing a welcoming environment where students, faculty and
staff can communicate with mentors
regarding a wide variety of topics without fe~r _of persecution. The program
was ongmally designed by and for the
gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and transgender
(GLBT) community to identify "safe
zones" where individuals could seek
counseling on issues regarding diversity
and equality.
The Safe Space program 'is committed to changing negative attitudes
and fostering an understanding of diversity within our educational community. Catch phrases such as "that's so
gay" and the use of racial and ethnic
slurs to jokingly address fellow classmates have become a familiar sound on
many college and university campuses.
While this language may seem harmless
to some, it also serves to isolate those
who already consider themselves different from the majority.
Promoting diversity and understanding within the law school has been
one o_fthe main goals of the faculty and
staff m recent years. The influx of students from diverse backgrounds has led
to minor culture clashes and shown the
need to be sensitive to inherent cultural
d~fferences. According to the Gay, Lesbtan and Straight Education Network
Safe Space programs increase the vis~
ible presence of student and adult allies
who can help to shape a school culture
that is accepting of all people, regard-

less of differences .
_,~_
e"'!
. In order to meet the .O~~w
diverse community, ValpO
chosen to expand its versioV- -:1
0
~pace _to encompass an arraY
..-e,
mcludmg gender, religion, cl.l.l ~ez
and women's issues. Moses Sv ~~'
President of Lambda stated t:l'lroll-out of the Safe Space progr~..-n
bolizes .Valpo Law's corn.t:r1i~
diversity and demonstrates a
·sense of care to individuality.''
The goals of Valpo's safe
program are to show visible su.PP.cJn
diversity through the display of t:f:l.c:! _Safe
Space logo, the mobilization o f tndJ.
viduals who are committed to p:CoCllllot.
ing diversity through open dialo~veand
education, and to reduce discri~~..oatory
and retaliatory behavior that maY .cJccur
in diverse communities.
Administrators and stud eOt: lead.
ers who choose to participate i.t:l t:bC: Pro.
gram are provided with resources t::o as.
sist anyone who approaches the~ with
concerns. The volunteers are tra.iO. ed to
promote active listening and to 'W"~:rk
conjunction with the University'S c()un.
seling services and other off-carnP~s re.
s~urces. Administrative person.ne1
display the logo are committed to
coming discrimination through
dialogue and communication.
. Participation in the prograrx::l is
stnctly voluntary and will include se:Ject
student leaders and many administ:ra 'tive
personnel including deans, assoc -ate
deans, student relations and admissi<:ms
staff. While the details of the progr~m
are still being developed, the pro gram
has proven successful at other sch~oCJls
including Chicago-Kent and Loyola.Additional training sessions 'VV'ill
be held in the future and the leaders of
student organizations and other ad.:J:r.l.in·
istrative personnel will be invited t o at·
tend.
For more information on the Sa.i'e
Space Program, please see Joe Baru ~'
Paul Kulwinski or Moses Suarez.
Natasha is a 3L and can be reached
Natasha.Bennett@valpo.edu

{PULSE}
Oct 1
• Claire Coleman - Speaker on Voter
Protection (Sponsored by VLD, ELSA
HLSA)
.
'
Oct2
• Professional Development Day
I L Practice Exam
Oct3
• Women's Soccerv. Youngstown State
-- 4p Eastgate Field
• Volleyball v. Cleveland State -- 7p
ARC
• On Campus Interviews: Cohen & Thiros
• Cardozo Cup -- 4p Bicentennial Park
OctS
• Faculty Recital: Yu Lien The, piano &
Lori Sims, piano--3p Duesenberg Recital
Hall

Oct6
• HLSA Meeting - Chapel Break
• WLSA Meeting - Chapel Break
• On Campus Interviews: Rhodes McKee
Oct 7
• Andrea McArdle Lecture: Scholar in
Residence 4p Ulbricht
Oct8
• Planning for Pro Bono (Workshop
sponsored by CPC)

Oct 8/9
• Yom Kippur

Oct9
• Resume Preparation (Presentation by
CPC)

Oct 10
• Equal Justice Works Conference
• Homecoming Fireworks -- 830p Resurrection Meadow

Oct 11
• WLSA Breast Cancer Walk
• Equal Justice Works Conference
• Homecoming
• Brown Field Dedication Ceremony
lOa

• Ribbon Cutting Celebration 1230p
• Football game Valpo v. Davidson 1p
• Golden Gavel Dinner
• Volleyball v. UIC -- 7p ARC
• Homecoming Concert Featuring Mark
O'Connor, fiddler I violinist with the
VUSO - 8p Chapel (VU Students, Faculty, & Stafffree with VU !D)
• Shakespeare Under the Stars by Alpha
Psi Omega -- 9p-10:15p Resurrection
Meadow
Oct 12
• Volleyball v. Loyola --2p ARC
• Soccer v. Southern IL-Edwardsville -1p Eastgate Field
• VU Chorale Concert 3p- Chapel (VU
students, faculty & Stafffree with VU !D)
Oct 13
• Judge Thomas Griffith (Sponsored by J

Reuben Clark Society) 4p Tabor
• Midterm extern reports due

Oct 19
• Women's Soccer v. Cleveland State
Oct 15
-- 12p Eastgate Field
• Deadline to apply for Graduation
• Volleyball v. IUPUI -- 7p ARC
• Red Cross Blood Drive 2p-630p Stu• Men's Soccer v. IPFW -- 230p Eastdent Lounge
gage Field
• Inaugural Symposium - "The Shape
• "The Importance of Being Earnest" of Global Christianity in the 21st Cen- VUCA
tury," presented by Dr. Lamin Sanneh
Oct22
-- 330p in the Christopher Center
• Simplicity: Basic Functions & FAQ
Oct 16
(Presentation by CPC)
• US Sen. Peter J Visclosky-(Sponsored
• Speaker Doug Bandow (Sponsored by
The Federalist Society)
by The VU Law Democrats) 4p Benson
• International Celebration noon -Jp in
• State Judicial Extern Mid-semester
The Christopher Center
meeting 11 a Stride
• "The Importance of Being Earnest" Oct23
- VUCA
• Job Search Strategies (Presentation by
Oct 17
CPC)
• 1L CPC Orientation
• Negbalee Waner: (Scholar in Residence
• Inauguration of President Heckler
series) 4p Ulbricht
• Ceremony- 215p Chapel
Oct24
• Reception - 4p Christopher Center
• Volleyball v. Milwaukee-- 7p ARC
• Inaugural Ball -- 630p Avalon Manor
Oct25
(ticketed event)
Volleyball v. Green Bay -- 4p ARC
• Swimming v. Xavier Cohio __ 5p ARC
Oct28
• Volleyball v. Butler -- 7p ARC
• 3L Composites 330-530 & 630-830
• Women's Soccer v. Loyola __ 4P East• Submission Deadline for November
gage Field
Forum 5p
Oct 18
Oct29
: :,ootball Game .. . Valpo v. Butler 1p
• Job Search Correspondence (PresellfaThe Importance of Being Earnest" _ tion by CPC)
- VUCA
• 3L Composites lla-3p

s
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• Steve Kahanovitz: Lecture : (Scholar
in Residence Series) 4p Benson
• HLSA Day of the Dead Celebration
Oct30
• Networking (Presentation by CPC)
• On C~pus I~te~iews: Prosecuting
Attorney s Assoctatwn of Michigan
• HLSA Day of the Dead Celebration
Oct31
• HLSA Day of the Dead Celebration
• _Men's Soccer v. UIC -- 3p Eastgate
Field
• SBA Halloween Party time? Old Towne
Center
Nov2
• ~en's Soccer v. Detroit-- 1p Eastgate
Fzeld
Nov3
• 1L Counseling in CPC Begins
Nov4
• Election Day!
NovS
• Swygert Moot Court Competition - 3p
Do y~u want your upcoming event to appear m The Pulse? Submit events for the
November Edition to
forum@valpo.edu by Tuesday October 28
at 5p.
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Think India for
spring break

The importance of voting
Ludwig. Ludwig came to the U.S. as an
immigrant when she was six years old
and became a citizen at the age of 19.
She provided a different perspective on
the right to vote and what it means to
those who do not have that right.
The small group discussions were
led by facilitators who a ked primary
questions about voting, but some discussions led to other issues as well. The
discussion facilitators were members of
Korin Knutson
the Project on Civic Reflection Steering
Forum Staff Writer
Committee. · Facilitator and 2L, Arriel
Stevens, asked one group about voting
orne think that the right to vote is
in the upcoming election and the cona privilege, duty and obligation versation quickly moved from voting
of American citizens, but with
to issues regarding the Iraq war, health
rights come responsibilities.
These
care, women's rights and the economy.
responsibilities were the focus of this
All of these issues were important to
semester's first Conversation Project,
each person, but their responses were
held last Wednesday at the Christopher informational versus emotional.
Center. Members from Valparaiso UniIn the second phase, the panel
versity Law School and the Project on
introduced themselves and discussed
Civic Reflection Steering
both their experiCommittee host two ses"We wanted an alter- ences with voting
sions a semester, called
native form of conver- and what the right
the Conversations Project.
sation
instead of hav- to vote means to
Their mission is to proing one Republican them. A common
vide a non-partisan forum
theme amongst the
talk and one Demo- panel was the probwhere people can discuss
controversial issues from
crat talk screaming lem of people not
an objective standpoint.
at each other."
voting.
In the words of
It became eviValpo Law Professor Jerdent to Mayor Costas
emy Telman, "We wanted an alternative
during his election campaign while goform of conversation instead of having
ing door to door just how many people
one Republican hack and one Democrat
would say they do not vote. The most
hack screaming at each other." The
common responses were, "My vote
project focuses on all sorts of political
won't affect . the results," and "Politiissues, but 'tis the season for a presicians are all crooks." This motivated
dential election and what better time
him to encourage more people to vote.
to discuss the right to participate in the
He worked to send absentee ballots to
upcoming election.
students from Valparaiso who had left
"We have come through an enfor college, but after sending 90 absentire election cycle since beginning the
tee ballots the problem became more
Conversations Project and thought
apparent when only seven were mailed
we'd come back to the issue that is at
back.
the heart of our democracy," said VU
"The common excuses for lack of
Professor Jennifer Hora. Hora was the
participation are the result of indiffermoderator at the meeting last week.
ence, self focus and cynicism," Mayor
There are three phases to the projCostas said. "Think of what people sacect, a small group discussion, panel disrificed to give you this gift. The pain
cussion and a session for questions of
and suffering they endured is enough of
the panel by participants. Last week's
a reason for everyone to vote."
panel included the Mayor of Valparaiso,
He also listed his 10 benefits of
Jon Costas, Jane Henegar, a member of
voting. Some were the ability to engage,
the Indiana Bar Association who works
become more unified, setting a good exfor the Obama campaign, and Zora
ample and most importantly, it will help

Faculty and
students participate in first
Conversations
Project of year

S

Small group session

Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

Professor Ed Gaffney

the Cubs win the World Series.
Panelist Jane Henegar is also a big
advocate for voting because it shows
those were electing that we are paying
attention. "Voting is a privilege and
a right, but with rights come responsibilities. Use it or lose it," Henegar
said. "The Founding Fathers strongly
believed that without voting democracy
will die. It is essential people exercise
control over those we give power because if we don't, we allow abuse of
that power."
The process by which we are governed and how we are governed is the
only thing that sets us apart from the
rest of the world. Agreeing from experience was the third panelist, Ludwig.
The sincere and severe realization of
the importance of voting, which many
take for granted, washed over the room
while Ludwig told her story. Her parents brought her to the U.S. so she could
have all the rights and privileges many
who grow up here take for granted.
"The group sitting in this room
had grandparents and great grandparents who died so you could have the
right to vote," she said. "Voting is your
chance and my chance to change our
government, or keep it the same. The
point is, it's our choice. Think of the
obstacles people go through to become
citizens and apart of this country's future and many born and raised here do
not even participate."
Following the panel's discussion, the floor was open for questions.
The panel provided in-depth responses
about getting to know representatives,
multiple party systems and how technology innovations have changed the
political process as well as the degree of
integrity in voting.
An issue regarding movements
keeping people from voting was
brought up by Valpo Law Professor, Edward Gaffney. According to Gaffney,
"keeping someone from voting is fundamentally one of the worst violations
of this democracy. Whether Republican
or Democrat, I hope what comes out of
this is a commitment to empower the
franchise of voting. Encourage others
to vote."

Korin is a 1L and can be reached at Korin.Knutson@valpo.edu

Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

-Picnicking and politicking
Democrat/Republican
picnic brings together_ students and local
politicians
Christy Commers
Forum Staff Writer

T

he Valparaiso Law Democrats
(VLD) and Republicans (VLR)
held their annual fall picnic on
September 19, 2008 at Forest Park. The
event provided students and faculty of
all political views a chance to eat good
food, to play a friendly game of softball
and to chat about society's hot topics in
a bipartisan setting.
For the first time this year, the Law
Libertarians of VU took part in the festivities. The school's newest political
group joined in the fun and competed
with the other two clubs in two softball
games.

In the first game, the Democrats
and Libertarians led a joint team to victory, despite a rally by the Republicans
in the last inning. The second game
lasted just three innings and saw a combined Democrats-Republicans emerge
victorious over the Libertarians. The
Democrats were the defending champions of this annual softball event.
The picnic also gave local candidates and their staff members an opportunity to interact with students, and
ask for their support as well as recruit
possible vollinteers. Candidates at the
picnic included Larry Balmer, Democratic Candidate for Senate, Bill Suarez, Democratic Candidate for Porter
County Judge, Jim Murphy, Republican
Candidate for Porter County Commissioners and Jeff McCallister, Campaign
Manager for Democratic State Representative Nancy Dembowski.
Even though politics can be divisive, student members of the various
political groups were very friendly to-

wards one another. "I'm surprised how
civil the two parties were with each
other, considering it's an election year
and politics can get testy," said Brent
McMordie, VLD Vice President of Social Events. McMordie also served as
the event's grillmaster, providing tasty
burgers, chicken and bratwursts for picnicgoers to eat along with chips, soda
and cookies.
Overall, the picnic was a good
event for everyone, even those who
don't subscribe to the particular views
of any of the political parties represented. Christina Talamonti, a lL and selfdescribed Independent, said the picnic
"was a great event because of the collaboration between all of the political
parties. It allowed for a great discussion
of the issues in a comfortable setting."

Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
Christen. Commers@valpo.edu.
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Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

T

he Valparaiso University Office of International Programs
is planning a spring break trip
to India for students and faculty. The
two-week guided tour leaves the first
Sunday of spring break and will take
travelers around the Golden Triangle
of Northern India, including visits to
New Delhi, Jaipur and Varanasi. Also
included in the trip will be an elephant
ride to the Amber Fort, a visit to a tiger
sanctuary and possi~le trips to courts or
the Indian Parliament.
The primary focus of the trip, according to Dean Adams, is a cultural
exchange to expose participants to India. Valparaiso University School of
Law Professer, Barbara Schmidt, went
to India last March on the University
faculty trip, and described the experience as just amazing. Schmidt spoke of
streets 15 feet wide in the old section
of New Delhi with merchant stands and
small shops se11ing beads and jewelry
·to pedestrians while bicycle messengers
and small vehicles whipped by. Schmidt
also talked about riding an elephant in
procession up, "a long, angled pathway" with her daughter to get up to a
palace in the Pink City, also known as
Jaipur.
Schmidt said the elephants were
decorated in bright colored paints and
trappings. On the way up to the palace,
according to Schmidt, a woman riding
an elephant in front of her dropped her
S\lllglasses on the path. The driver of the
woman's elephant spoke to the driver of
the elephant behind him, who told his elephant to pick up the sunglasses and the
elephant did it. The driver and elephant
then rode up along side the woman's elephant to return the sunglass~s.
While in the tiger sanctuary in
Ranthambore National Park, Schmidt
said that while her group did not see any
tigers close up, another group of Valpo
travelers watched tigers cross one of the
sanctuary roads right in front of them.
Varanasi is a city on the Ganges
River, which is sacred to both the Hindu
and Buddhist religions. Some people
do sun prayers and bathe in the.Ganges
River. Varanasi is also the site of the
temple where Buddha made his first
sermon, and is not far from the famed
Bodhi tree under which Buddha would
receive enlightenment. From Varanasi,
the Valpo group took an overnight train
back to Delhi for the trip home.
Total costs for the trip will be
$3,400.00, which includes airfare, hotels, transportation in India and food.
A $1 ,200.00 deposit is due with an ap-

plication by September 30, 2008. Interested students should contact Nancy
Montez at Nancy.Montez@valpo.edu to
see if spots are still available. Participation will be limited to about 20 people.
Financial aid as well as academic
credit will be available for law students.
According to Dean Adams, students will
be able to receive one credit for writing
an independent research paper and going on the trip. For more information on
receiving academic credit for the trip,
contact Dean Adams.
Financial aid will be available
for the trip to India, but the options for
students vary depending on certain factors. If a student has not yet borrowed
up to the total cost of attendance, then
he or she can borrow up to that amount
regardless of whether or not he or she
is receiving academic credit for the trip.
Students who have borrowed the full
cost of attendance, on the other hand,
may only have their cost of attendance
figure adjusted for federal purposes if
he or she is going to receive academic
credit for the trip . A third dption is that
the University can inquire with private
lenders of a student's own choosing to
find out whether or not the lender would
loan the student funds for the trip if the
University certifies that the trip is related
to the student's educational experience.
The last option is available regardless
of whether a student wishes to receive
academic credit for the trip. For more
information about financial aid options,
please see Ann Weitgenant in the Law
School Financial Aid office.
Students will also need current
passports, and it is .recommended that
if students don't have a passport, that
they start the application process now.
According to Dean Adams, passports
typically must be valid for at least six
months after the date of a planned international trip; interested students who
have passports should check the expiration date of their passports and renew if
necessary.
The Vniversity will get the visas
for the participating students, but students will be responsible for any fees
involved in acquiring a visa. Students
may also need vaccinations before traveling to India, specifically for Malaria,
according to the Center for Disease
Control (CDC). For more information
regarding vaccinations, visit the CDC
website: wwwn.cdc.gov/travel. It is also
recommended by the CDC that travelers
consult with a physician before getting
travel vaccinations.

Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
Rachel. Sharron@valpo. edu
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Justice Goldstone
shares his perspective
on the current state of
International Criminal
Law

international position of these characteristics by the United Nations.
Goldstone admited he had no experience in the field of human rights
at the time he was offered that position. He stated that President Nelson
Mandela called him and asked him to
accept this proposal because the UnitMaru DeMartini
ed ations had helped South Africans
Forum Staff Writer
through their struggle for democracy
and this was the chance to return a big
n Wednesday, September 24,
favor. "Once again it was all about poliValparaiso Univer ity School
tics," Goldstone emphasized.
of Law hosted Justice RichAccording to Goldstone, two imard Goldstone as a guest speaker for a
conference addressing the relevant is- portant things have been accomplished
so far in the international criminal law
sue of international criminal law and
its current state. The conference, "The field. First, the international criminal
law courts have established the fact that
Current State of International Criminal
Law," was held in Benson classroom justice can be obtained and the international community takes for granted
and was attended by students and sevthe viability of fair trials through the
eral faculty members.
Goldstone started his speech by procedures carried on by these courts.
Second, these courts help develop laws
addressing the important role that polithat have been neglected in the area of
tics play in the creation of international
humanitarian law like, for example,
courts. He referred to international
sexually related crimes.
criminal law as a "comparatively new
Among the problems these intertopic" in his speech. Goldstone exnational courts have to face is the implained that 20 years ago, people were
possibility of arresting a great deal of
not acquainted with this area of the law.
In 1993 the United Nations Security the people under investigation because
they are protected by political parties.
Council set up the first courts of interAlso, there is a problem with the vicnational criminal law for the former Yutims of these trials: due to their involvegoslavia and Rwanda. "This would not
ment in the investigation, their claims
have been possible without politics,"
to appear before the court usually lead
Goldstone said.
to inefficiency. This may also risk the
The process of appointing a prosecutor for that court was carried on by defendant's right to a fair trial, forcing
him to litigate against the prosecutor
both the United Nation Security Council and the General Assembly. After and every victim's attorney as well.
One of the questions at the end
several months and a lot of political
of this conference, raised by Professor
negotiations, Justice Goldstone was
finally appointed, being the first South Richard Stith, inquired about the conAfrican citizen to have been offered an flict between the prosecution of these

0

crimes and the peace process carried on
by the countries involved. While recognizing the importance of this issue
and the arguments made in favor of the
claim that the process of peace requires
a sort of "forgive and forget" attitude
concerning the crimes committed in
times of conflict, Goldstone noted that
the answer lies in the global community.
"It is for the international community to
decide whether to give immunity or to
prosecute the people responsible for
these crimes. The cost of doing justice
might be making the peace negotiations
more difficult," Goldstone said.
Goldstone thinks those international law instruments play a very important role in today's globalized world.
He added that there were many people
who denied genocide in Rwanda when
the courts first started working. "By
the evidence was presented," Goldstone ·
notes, "those denials bad been put to
bed forever." Such a remarkable victory was obtained thanks to the existence of these international courts said
Goldstone.
Goldstone also addressed the importance of the United States government in the creation of the international
criminal law system. He stated, "these
international courts would have never
been created if it weren't for the help
and support of the United States govemrnent".
Goldstone graduated cum laude
from the University ofWitwatersrand in
South Africa, in 1962 and his dedication
to the legal profession has been untiring
ever since. After working as an advocate for a few years, he was appointed
as Judge of the Constitutional Court of
South Africa by President Nelson Man-

dela. In 1980 he became Judge of the
Transvaal Supreme Court, and from
1994 to..2003 he was head of the board
of the Human Rights Institute of South
Africa (HURISA).
Goldstone has been President
of the National Institute of Crime and
Prevention and the Rehabilitation of
Offenders, and was part of the group
of international experts that drafted the
Declaration of Human Duties and Responsibilities for the Director General
ofUNESCO (the,Valencia Declaration).
He was also Chairperson of the International Independent Inquiry on Kosovo.
He has received many awards both locally and internationally, including the
International Human Rights Award of
the American Bar Association in 1994
and Honorary Doctorates of Law from
universities in Canada the Netherlands
South Africa, the Uni~ed Kingdom and
the United States. He is presently a
Global Visiting Professor at NYU Law
School, Honorary Member of the Association of the Bar of New York and
a Fellow of the Weatherhead Centre for
International Affairs of Harvard University.
One of his most important international positions that Goldstone has
held was Prosecutor for the United Nations International Criminal Tribunals
for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Currently, he is a member of the Advisory Committee on the Archiving of the
Documents and Records of these two
tribunals.
Maru is a 1L and can be reached at Maria.Demartini@valpo.edu

From across the yard:
Criminal Law
Clinic gives third

year students
valuable hands on

experzence
Maru DeMartini
Forum Staff Writer

P

rofessor Welter is the supervising attorney for the criminal law
clinic at Valparaiso University
School ofLaw. He is a former graduate
from Valpo Law and has been working
at the clinic for 15 years. He explains
that the clinic works exactly the same
as a private law firm, except for the fact
that the work is carried on by students.
There are currently 13 students
working at the clinic. Most of them are
3Ls, although there have been a few 2Ls
participating over the years. Students
usually meet the requirements to participate in the clinic half way through
their second year of law school. Classes
like Criminal Procedure, Evidence, Legal Profession, Pretrial Skills and Trial
Practice are a pre-requisite in order to
apply and each student is interviewed
by Professor Welter as part of the selection process.
The clinic meets as a class two
nights a week, where students discuss

Caring, from page 1
tion of giving University students the
chance to participate in the event since
most students had not returned from
summer vacation when the community
event was held.
The day started off with a breakfast of doughnuts, orange juice and
coffee at 8 a.m. in the Student Union.
Valparaiso University President Mark
Heckler spoke to the assembled volunteers. He praised the volunteers for
their dedication to helping others, saying their dedication confirmed his belief
that this generation of college students
was dedicated to volunteering unlike
any that had come previously. After his
speech and a group picture, the Valpo
Law volunteers, representing 12 student
organizations, piled into cars and fanned
out to the six sites around town.
Two of the sites, the Porter County

every case and get instructions and guidance from their professor. They are also
provided with instruction and training
at the beginning of the semester, which
prepares them for their upcoming tasks.
Students work an average of ten
hours a week and have office hours in
which they meet with their clients and
work on their cases. They conduct different tasks, such as interviewing clients and witnesses, evaluating evidence,
meeting with prosecutors to negotiate
plea bargains, going to the scene where
the events took place, appearing before
the court, and representing their clients
in every proceeding --even in the event
of a jury trial. There have also been opportunities when the client is unable to
post bond, so the student bas to visit
him in jail. Students are certified by
the court to practice law and engage in
litigation and Professor Welter must be
present during every court appearance.
Most cases get resolved as a result of
plea bargains, but there have been instances when students had to go to trial.
Over the years, there has usually been a
maximum of one trial per semester.
The legal services provided at the
clinic are free for every client. The only
charges clients are required to pay are
the material expenses incurred by the
clinic regarding their case. There are
64 cases in the clinic right now, mostly
misdemeanors and minor felonies. Murder cases are really rare because of the

great amount of time and dedication
they require. Every student handles between three to five cases at a time, and
an average of 20 cases a year. Some
cases are referred to the clinic by the
Superior Court in Porter County and the
Starke County Circuit Court, and some
cases come from people who just walk
in the clinic seeking legal counsel.
It is common for students to want
to do both an externship and participate
in the clinic during the same school
year. This can create a conflict of interest when a student is, for example, doing an externship clerking for a judge
and also wants to work at the criminal
law clinic. Professor Welter recommends doing an externship during the
second year of law school and participating in the clinic during the third year.
In this way, students avoid the conflict
of interest and also get to participate in
both activities.
Students get three credits for this
course and gain valuable experience,
making their transition to the practice
of law easier after graduation. But even
more important is the service these
students provide to the community by
dedicating their time and effort to this
public service endeavor.
Third-year law student Teranni
Randolph is currently working at the
criminal law clinic under the supervision of Professor Welter. She has always had a passion for this field of law

Animal Shelter and Alice's Halfway
House for Women, were new to this
year's event. The other four sites, the
Hilltop/Reiner Community Center, St.
Agnes Adult Day Service Center, the
Caring Place, and Family House were
involved in last year's event. Some
clubs were matched with a site based
on their particular interest while other
clubs were simply assigned to sites
where help was needed.
The six sites were not-for-profit
organizations that rely heavily on public funding, donations, and volunteers.
Most do not have the time or funds to
do general maintenance, which was one
way Valpo Law students made a difference for these organizations. The organizations were grateful for the work that
the Valpo Law volunteers were doing.
"We do not have enough time to
do general' cleaning. Our schedule is
constantly full," explained April Cinko,

the Director of Family House, which supervises visitation of children under the
jurisdiction of the Welfare Department
with their non-custodial parent(s). "The
Day of Caring is g~od because it allows
us to get things done that usually do not
get done." As she spoke, upstairs in the
house's visitation rooms, members of
Phi Alpha Delta and Phi Delta Phi were
busy cleaning hundreds of toys with
sanitation wipes. Other volunteers were
outside raking and weeding.
Pat Jackson, the administrative
assistant at tht; Porter County Animal
Shelter, was ecstatic about the work the
volunteers from Valparaiso Environmental Law Society and Student Animal Legal Defense Fund were doing. "I
am so happy. How can you ask for better help? They'll do anything you ask,"
she said, referring to the foul business
of cleaning the dog runs.
"Valpo Law students make a huge

~
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and participated in the juvenile clinic in
Michigan City during her second year
of law school. The experience enabled
her to take the next step. She received
an externship in Washington, D.C.
working as a law clerk for the Public
Defender Service in the District of Columbia during the summer of2008 . Her
job responsibilities included tasks such
as ·conducting legal research and writing, helping attorneys with trial preparation and investigating crimes scenes,
among others.
Teranni 's involvement in the criminal law clinic has already given her
the opportunity to appear in court this
month. She is handling four cases at the
moment and, just as Professor Welter
mentioned the clinic works like a private law firm. She often discusses her
difference. We are lucky to have such a
large number involved," Britta Neinast,
the United Way Volunteer Coordinator
for Porter County, noted.
The mood among the volunteers
was lighthearted despite the tedious nature of the work. At the Caring Place,
which provides service and shelter for
victims of domestic abuse, volunteers
from the Black Law Student Association, Women Law Students Association
and the Equal Justice Alliance joked
-among themselves as they pulled waisthigh weeds. At St. Agnes Adult Day
Service Center, Student Bar Association officers posed for pictures in colorful bats they found while organizing the
center's kitchen and pantry. The mood
was similar at Alice's house, a halfway
house for women recovering from alcohol and drug abuse, where members of
the Christian Legal Society tried to cram
old computers into the back of a pickup
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Sarah is a 3L and can be reached a£
Sarah. Crouch@valpo. edu.

cases with other participating studen1:s
and they help each other with any concems or problems that may arise.
According to Teranni, "The clinic
is a great experience. You get to apply
everything you learn in the classroom
and it helps you understand how the
system works. You learn to think like a
lawyer."
According to Professor Welter, the
clinic is just a really fun experience. He
affirms: "we all have a great time working here."
Maru is a 1L and can be reached at Maria.Demartini@valpo. edu

truck. At the Animal Shelter, volunteers
were covered in fur from holding the
kittens and playing with the dogs.
Second-year student, Lucy Wess,
the Philanthropic Chair for the Sports
and Entertainment Law Association
provided a reason for the cheerful at~
mosphere. "People are really grateful,"
she said as she took a minute off from
cleaning a banister at the Hilltop/Reiner
Community Center. "This is great for
the community."
Sheetz agreed but also believed
that volunteering helps the law student.
"Most law students are not from around
here. [Volunteering] makes them feel a
part of !he community."
As she finished her inspection of
the different sites, Sheetz was upbeat.
"This year is a success."
David is a 1L and can be reached at David. Westlake@valpo .edu
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faculty development? E-Professionalism

pers presented this semester on a variety
JoEIIen Lind
of topics--from the negative effects on
US teenagers caused by working outside
Assoc. Dean of Faculty Development
of school (Professor Sy Moskowitz), to
racial discrimination and the mortgage
eaching is a priority at the
crisis (Professor White), to the actual
Valparaiso University School of
effect of polygamy on women's equality
Law, but professors are expected
(Professor Andrews). In addition to this
to do much more than teach their classkind of work, faculty members are also
es. For any law school to make an imengaged in publishing books. Professors
pact on the profession and the nation, its
Andrews, Blomquist, Russ, and Trujillo
faculty must engage in scholar hip, law
have published or are publishing books
reform, conferences, empirical studies,
of essays or monographs; Professors
and other activities that project their exIvan Bodensteiner and Rosalie Levinpertise into the broader world. In the
son regularly update their major treatise
past decade, institutions seriously comon civil rights law and are reintroducing
mitted to this mission have allocated
their casebook on the topic this year, as
resources to it and many have estabwell. Professor David Myers co-edits
lished a decanal line to coordinate the
one of the most important casebooks on
support faculty members need to realize
entertainment law.
these goals. In a nutshell, that is what
Aside from our faculty's own
"faculty development" is all about and
scholarship, it is also important to bring
when you see me running down the hall
academics and other professionals to
looking like the White Rabbit from Alour campus. This semester, the Scholice in Wonderland, I am usually doing
ars/Advocates-in-Residence Program
something that (I hope) promotes these
is introducing renowned
activities.
experts from around the
In the past several
world to the law school.
years, there has been an
We have already had two
explosion in faculty depublic lectures that of
velopment at Valpo Law.
Professor Owen Mcintyre
A notable phenomenon
from Ireland and Justice
involves the revolution in
Richard Goldstone from
publishing brought on by
South Africa. Professor
electronic media. The law
Mcintyre and Professor
school launched its own
Andrea McArdle, another
e-journal last year on the
Scho Jar-in-Residence
Social Science Research
from the City University
Network (SSRN), and
of New York, are working
your professors published
here in the law school and
over eighteen articles durare available to share ideas
ing the first year of its exwith students and faculty.
istence. Better yet, their
Next semester, Profesideas captured national
Professor Alan White testifies in front of Congress
/
The
Forum
sors
Andrews and Telman are
;md international attention,
stance, Dean Jay Conison is the
sponsoring a conference entitled, "The
because most pieces in our e-journal
Application of International Law in the
Vice-Chair of the ABA Section of Legal
were named in the "Top 10" lists for
Domestic Context," and the keynote
Education's Accreditation Committee.
downloads of work accessed by other
speaker is Professor John Dugard of the
Professor Russ is a Vice-Chair for the
law professors and experts. Our e-jourUniversity of Leiden, the Netherlands,
TIPS Animal Law Committee of the
nal is one of the most successful new
ABA. Among other activities, Professor
and a Distinguished Visiting Professor
ventures that SSRN has sponsored. Its
Whitton is a Commissioner on the ABA at Duke.
impact on our faculty's reputation bas
These are just a few of the faculty
Commission on Law and Aging and
been synergistic with many of their apdevelopment activities of your profespearances in the media and in front of an ABA representative to the National
Conference of Lawyers and Corporate
sors-truly, they have been so produclegislative bodies.
Fiduciaries. Professor Ruth Vance was
tive that it isn't possible to list everyRecently, Professor Alan White
thing everyone has been doing. All of
appeared before the House Commit- just appointed to a two-year tenn on
the Communication Skills Committee
these endeavors have to be nurtured, cotee on Finance to testify regarding the
of the ABA Section of Legal Education
ordinated, planned, and publicized with
mortgage crisis; Professor Bernard Truand Admissions to the Bar. Professor . an eye toward increasing the visibiljillo appeared before the Indiana LegisTelman was appointed to the Board of ity and reputation of the school of law.
lature to testify regarding immigration
Advisors to the ABA and ASIL Joint
This, in turn, makes your degree more
issues and was quoted on National Pubvaluable over time, as well as it opens
lic Radio; Professors Penelope Andrews
Task Force on the Status of Treaties
up rich intellectual experiences for you
and Geneva Brown flew to South Africa
after the Medellin Decision. Professor
and your professors. When you receive
as guests of the Ministry of Justice and
White is a member of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors Consumer
the various postcard mailers heralding
Constitutional Development to parthe things your teachers are doing, or
ticipate in a conference on the role of Advisory Council, among a number
of other bodies. Professor Andrews is
when you notice the announcements of
women lawyers in the country's legal
their activities on the electronic boards,
profession; Professor Robert Blomquist Chair-Elect of the Africa Section of the
AALS.
think of them as ambassadors for you
was invited to a high-level conference
Despite all these activities, faculty
and Valparaiso Law to the world outside
in Washington on national security;
members cooperate to help each other
our doors.
and, Professor Linda Whitton is travas scholars. They meet in the law school
eling around the country providing
to share and fine-tune their scholarship
Dean Lind can be reached at Joel/en.
information to state legislatures on the
through "brown bag," work-in-progress
Lind@valpo.edu
proposed new Uniform Power of Atsessions. We have already had three patorney Act, for which she is the Official
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Reporter. Professors Rebecca Huss and
Mike Straube! have repeatedly been in
the news in connection their work on
animal law and sports law respectively.
And this is just the tip of the iceberg.
Our faculty is active in the "blogosphere"-as bloggers (for in tance,
Professors Jeremy Telman and Alan
White co-edit active blogs on contracts
and consumer finance) and as people
whose work is an object of discussion.
For example, Professor Laura Dooley's
article on national juries, which was
recently published in the NYU LAW
REVIEW, is currently being discussed
on the "Mass Tort Defense Blog," and
our legal writing program is being featured on the "Legal Writing ProfBlog."
But, faculty members don't just share
their ideas electronically. Several are
members of the American Law Institute (ALI); many are involved in the
American Bar Association (ABA), Association of American Law Schools
(AALS), and other institutions. For in-

FROM THE

LAw
LIBRARY
Mike Bushbaum
Assoc. Law Librarian for Access Services
y now, hopefully everyone has
settled in for another good year
at Valparaiso University School
of Law. But, before you get too comfortable with Income Tax, Constitutional Law, Contracts or any of your
other classes, I thought I would share
some real world tales about legal research. Unless you are a new lL, I'm
sure most of you have forgotten, or at
least attempted to forget, about legal research. Here now are some reminders
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that the legal research skills you have
been taught will stay important in your
professional life.
Remember how we taught you
about print digests, telling you that
this was a skill that you really needed
to know? We know that some of you
treated this information as obsolete and
archaic, since you were never going to
have to use print sources, because everyone but the library professors know
that Lexis and Westlaw are the only way
to go. You might want to reconsider that
and practice your print research skills to
get the rust off. Why? Well, recently, a
question was posed on the law librari-

ans list serv asking how many law firms
still actively subscribed to print digests.
Out of 53 responses, only 3 firms did
NOT still maintain print digests. Over
half were still using both state and federal digests. What does this mean for
you? It means that firms are still expecting their attorneys to use print sources
or they wouldn't be spending the large
sums of money needed to maintain
those print sources. Moral of the story,
keep your print skills handy, you never
know when you might need them.
A true tale of always check and
then check again and maybe even check
again. A law student from Valpo was
working for a local judge. The judge
cited a case from the Indiana Court of
Appeals as part. of the order that was
issued. The validity of this case was
checked by the student, 9 days before
the order was issued. Between the day
authority verification was run and the
order was issued, the Indiana Supreme
Court accepted transfer on the Court of
Appeals arid vacated the decision. Now
the local judge has the possibility that
the original order that was issued will

Ensuring
Facebook and
My Space don't

tial employers, professionals or alumni
so that you know something about them
before you meet them.
8. Do follow up on electronic communications. They are not always reliable.
9. Do check your e-mail and voicemail
on a regular basis. Have your valpo.edu
mail forwarded to your gmail, yahoo,
or other account so that you can receive
important information concerning the
Natalie Kijurna
law school.
Assistant Director, CPC
10. Do use your work computer for professional uses only.
hat is professionalism? Well,
Don't's:
truthfully, you'll know it
1. Don't risk putting inappropriate conwhen you see it and you '11
tent
on the internet, including social netknow it if you expect it and it's not
working sites, blogs, message boards,
there. 1 personally like Candice Solie's
YouTube, etc. Also, make sure friends/
definition:"Professionalism is not defamily/co-workers/fellow students are
fined by the position held. It is defined
not posting inappropriate content that
by who you are (inner character), what
includes your name or picture.
you do (behavior exhibited) and how
2. Don't assume that even though your
others perceive you (image projected)."
profile settings are private that employSolie is Vice President of Profile
ers and others may not see them.
Evaluations, Inc. E-professionali m,
3. Don't assume that employers are
then, is a natural extension of profesnot
conducting electronic background
sionalism to all things electronic. In
checks on you - they are.
fact, according to Tracy Evans, Direc4. Don't over blog- make sure content
tor of Career Services at Louisiana
is professional and DON'T blog about
State University Law Center, and Amy
your employer.
Gerwitz, Associate Director, Alumni
5. Don't put inappropriate content in
Counseling and Relations, at Pace
your home or business e-mail.
University School of Law, "Electronic
6. Don't have an inappropriate e-mail
professionalism encompasses so many
address and don't use the same e-mail
different areas it is almost overwhelmfor your resume that you use for your
ing at first."
online presence unless your online
In today's economy, you need
presence is completely appropriate and
all the' help you can get to land a legal
positive. AlsO; don't give documents
position. Don't let your lack of e- proinappropriate names, especially those
fessionalism ruin your chances. You
must be diligent in making sure your you may be sending to employers.
7. Don't click send on an e-mail without
professionalism is evident in what you
double-checking to make sure you're
do, what you say, and who you are in
sending it to the correct recipient and
person, in print and online. According
without reading the content, especially
to Ms. Evans and Ms. Gerwitz (along
for the "reply all" messages.
with a few tips from yours truly!) here's
8. Don't use capital letters (it means
how you can accomplish your e-profesyou're shouting) in e-mail corresponsionalism due diligence:
dence and don't send multi-colored eDo's:
mails.
1. Do a regular online search of your
9. Don't include quotes in your e-mail
name. If necessary, consider hiring a
signature box. Or, if you do, have sepacompany to "clean up" your online imrate signature lines depending on who's
age.
receiving the e-mail. If you keep your
2. Do keep your online profiles private
signature line basic, with just your
and check your friends' profiles to monname,
title, employer, address, phone,
itor what is being said or posted about
fax and e-mail address, you won't inadyou.
vertantly offend potential employers!
3. Do record a professional voicemail
10. Don't wear a Bluetooth accessory in
message at home and on your cell
a
meeting, at a lunch, or in other busiphone. This includes a professional
ness settings. Also, don't set your cell
sounding ringtone on your cell phone.
4. Do treat your e-mails like profes- phone on a desk, table, etc. when you're
meeting with an employer, alumni or
sional correspondence or conversations,
other professional.
using correct grammar. Avoid using
11. Don't text in the middle of meetslang or abbreviations in your e-mail
ings, lunches, etc.
communications. Don't start e-mails
12. Don't wear your.iPod while workwith "Hey" or have no greeting at all.
A simple "Dear Mr./Ms. [last name]" if ing.
it's an employer, alumni or other professional or "Hello [name]," will suffice if Should you have any questions about
these tips or general questions about eit's someone with whom you are more
professionalism, please visit the Career
familiar!
Planning Center (Room 125) or contact
5. Do use professional online networks
our staff to make an appointment at
such as Linkedln as a way to market
(219) 465-7814 or careerplaning.law@
yourself professionally.
valpo.edu.
6. Do make sure personal web pages are
cleaned up.
7. Do use the internet to research poten-

kill your job

search

W

have to be reconsidered unless the Supreme Court decides to affirm. Moral
of this story, remember to do authority
verification early and often, and always.
one more time just before the work
product goes out the door. Even judges
can fall prey to ignoring this warning.
Good legal research goes beyond
just the courtroom. On September 5th
of this year, the Nevada Supreme Court
ruled that three petitions will not be
placed on the November state ballot.
Why not? Seems the petition circulators relied on a guide that was on the
Secretary of State's web site, a guide
that had not been updated to reflect
the changes made to the law in 2007.
A disclaimer on the web site informed
viewers the guide was not updated. So,
more careful research and voters would
have had the opportunity to vote on redirecting room tax money to education,
transportation and public safety. Moral
here, no matter where you find your
information, make sure you check the
original source.
Finally, a quote from a private finn
attorney about his observations on legal

research.
"Legal research is a part of the
larger issue oflegal analysis and reasoning ... The use of print materials seems to
better stress and underscore the need for
analysis. In contrast, on-line research is
many times more mechanical (i.e., putting together search terms) and many
topics are missed... [T]he emphasis
needs to be on the analytical approach
to a problem and then on where the answers are to be found.''
This quote was part of a conference on the future of legal research presented at Chicago Kent Law School in
May of 2007. It sums up rather nicely;
what we hope you have learned here at
ValpoLaw.

Professor Bushbaum can be reached at
Mike.Bushbaum@valpo.edu.
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•
Law and gender tn
South Africa

Valpo Law professors featured·
in conference
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

L

aw, Gender, and Social Transformation was the topic of a
recent conference attended by
·Valparaiso University School of Law
professors Penelope Andrews and Geneva Brown, both of whom alSo chaired
different sessions at the conference. The
conference was held at the University
of Limpopo and co-sponsored by the
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional
Development, the University of Cape
Town, Walter Sisulu University, and the
South African Women Lawyers' Association. The conference was held from
September 1 - 3, 2008.
Professor Andrews was plenary
speaker at the conference and she presented her paper on gender and human
rights in contemporary South Africa.
Andrews also moderated and chaired
a session entitled, "Law, Gender, and
Transfonnative Development".
The session chaired by Professor
Brown was entitled "Gender and Human Rights in Contemporary South Africa". Brown also presented a paper on
Women and Criminal Justice and how
the United States has dealt with race,
poverty and gender. Her paper will be

•
•
•
Professor
Geneva
Brown

Professor
Penelope
Andrews

Lavender, from page 1
able to send six students to the Conference in early September. Dean Conison
and the faculty were very supportive of
the organization's efforts to network
with other GLBT students and professionals. During the conference Valpo
Law students were greeted by members
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Professor Lind featured on
Beyond the Beltway

submitted along with Professor Andrews' paper to the conference journal.
Ed Farmer
Other attendees of the conference
Forum Staff Writer
included academics from the University
of Cape Town in South Africa, students
form various south African Jaw schools,
eyond the Beltway" is a live
as well as by Sandra Oxner, the Presiweekly two-hour nationallydent of the Commonwealth Judicial Insyndicated radio program that
provides discussion of the major postitute, Canada.
litical issues of the nation. The show
Both professors also attended a
includes informational questions from
legal writing seminar in Johannesburg,
callers as well as back and forth poSouth Africa put on by the South Aflitical debate amongst the guest comrican Women Lawyers Association on
September 4 and 5, 2008. The focus of mentators and between the callers and
the seminar was on introducing scholcommentators. On September 7,
2008, Valparaiso Law's Dean JoElarship and gender issues to create more
len Lind appeared on the show as a
of a voice for women in law and educapolitical commentator.
tion, said Brown. Andrews was the dinner speaker at the seminar and spoke to
Lind was asked to be a guest
the group about the need for a women's
on the show after making an imlegal organization.
pression the first time she appeared
While Andrews was born and
in July. Dean Lind took on several
raised in South Africa, this was Brown's
tough political issues on various
first trip to the both the continent and
political issues. Despite strong opcountry. There wasn't much time for
position from callers and her fellow
sight seeing during the trip, according to
commentators, Lind stood firm on
Brown, but she did tour Soweto, a south
her ground and backed her political opinions. After being asked her
western region of Johannesburg, where
both Nelson Mandela and Desmond
opinion of Vice President candidate
Tutu lived. Brown, who had previously
Sarah Palin, Lind responded that Pali~
met both Mandela and Tutu, said it was
is just "Dick Cheney in a dress" and that
exciting to visit the place where both
she "doesn't represent the mainstream
men lived and came from.
viewpoints ofwoman."
This comment was made despite a
Rachel is a 3L and can be readted at female caller and others telling Lind that
Rachel.Sharron@valpo.edu
Palin does in fact represent the views of
the woman of the nation. Further, Lind

B

did an excellent job of countering her
opponents' arguments. After a Republican commentator accused Presidential candidate Barack Obama of hav.:
ing extreme views, Lind used the hotly
debated topic of abortion to defy her
opponent's argument. Lind mentioned
that Obama is willing to discuss the issue of abortion while "republicans don't
meet anyone halfway on anything."
Other topics of discussion of which
Lind participated on the free-spirited
political show include ho:w McCain and
Bush differ, which candidates will win

"Republicans
don't meet
anyone halfway
on anything."

fellow guests like they are the enemY·,,
Lind also believes her experience
as a litigator helped her keep her cal0"1
where she has had cases with judgeS
asking "really pointed questions."
Professor Lind commented that:
she "had a great time, even when she
was under lots of pressure. " Further,.
she noted that "[i]t is a challenge to use
the skills I've developed as a lawyer
and a professor in that setting. You really have to think about a lot of things
at once ... "
Lind encourages Valparaiso LaW"
students interested in political debate to
get involved: "because by being in laVV
school, they are developing the skills
needed to weigh in on the issues of the
day. The same things you need to be
able to do for trial advocacy, or when
you are in the hot seat in class ... "
The episode on which Lind appeared can be heard at: http://www.beyondthebeltway.com/archivenew.php.

Ed Farmer is a 2L and can be reached
at Edward.Farmer@valpo.edu
which states, and candidates' stances on
the military.
When asked how Lind kept her
cool after tough opposition, Lind stated that, "f don't think you can change
people's minds by being hostile and
attacking them. There is a kernel of
truth in many different viewpoints and
it doesn't advance the dialog to treat my

1. What's your favorite restaurant in
Valpo?
My favorite restaurant in Valpo is Paparazzi.
2) What is the best question a student
ever asked you?
The best question a student ever asked
me was challenging the concept that
justice could be had in the criminal
courts.
3) If you could live in any area, which
would it be and why?
I would live in the heart of Chicago's
downtown. It's a vibrant city that has
many personalities and neighborhoods.

4. If you could have a superpower,
what would it be?
My favorite superpower, and I assume
you mean in terms of super heroes,
would be when Superman turned the
Earth's rotation backwards to save Lois
Lane's life. (This was in Superman circa 1980's.)
5. Which law school course that you
took has been the most useful for
you?
My most useful ~ourse was the internship I had at the Public Defender's Office. It made me realize, much to my
chagrin, that I had a knack for criminal

law. My favorite law school course was
Legal Process. We watched movies
and debated liberal versus conservative
viewpoints. It was an eye-opening ex. perience. I had never been around true
legal conservatives.
6. What do you call sodapop: soda,
pop, or coke?
I grew up calling Coke and Pepsi products pop.
7. If you could argue any in front of
any US Supreme Court justices, past
or present, which would you choose
and why?
I would love to argue Plessy v. Fergu-

1) What's your favorite restaurant
in Valpo?
I have 4: Paparazzi, Bistro 157, Bon
Femme and Pikk's.
2) What is the best question a student ever asked you?
One that inquired both about the legal
question, as well as the underlying
policy issues.
3) If you could live in any era, which

would it be and why?
Now- because I benefit from the advancement of science and technology.
As a woman of color, a few decades
ago I could not be a law professor, vote
or enjoy the benefits of full citizenship.
So now is the best time for me.
4) Which law school course that you
took has been the most useful for
you?

Legal Research
5) What do you call soda pop: soda,
pop, or coke?
In South Africa we call them "cool
drinks."
6) If you could argue any in front of
any US Supreme Court justices, past
or present, which would you choose
and why?
The Warren Court. My sense is that
that court would probably be most

amenable to the values and ideas that
I cherish.
7) When you were 5 years old, what
did you want to be when you grew
up?
A dancer
8) What's your favorite place that
you've visited?
Two places: Hanoi, Vietman and the
Canadian Rockies

of the National Gay Lesbian Law Association, and were introduced to one
of California's best Gay hot-spots, the
Castro. The first day of the conference
consisted of a career fair, where students had the opportunity to meet and
greet with 167 law firms in their efforts
to secure summer associate positions for
2009. The second and third days were
dedicated to conducting workshops

concerning the current legal battles facing the GLBT community. Valpo Law
students attended Continuing Legal
Education workshops led by many of
the nation's top legal scholars. Topics
included marriage and dissolution, the
Military's "don 't-ask-don't-tell" policy,
how to come out on your resume, and
ways to have a presence at your law
school. The six students who attended

the Conference were able to maximize
the benefits of this conference by attending all daily workshops, and network with a large number of law firms.
More importantly, students at Valpo
Law School who identify as GLBT and
their allies were able to celebrate the
community's success in the ongoing
fight for equality achieved through the
California Supreme Court's decision to

legalize same-sex marriage.
It is time for this nation to COME
OUT, stand against hegemonic institutions, and demand equal protection to
disenfranchised minorities!

son. It was a shameful decision and I
would want to face the Court that would
set racial justice off course for another
60 years.
8. When you were 5 years old, what
did you want to be when you grew
up?
When I was 5 years old I wanted to be a
teacher. Funny how life turns out.
-9. What's your favorite place that
you've visited?
I loved Paris. It's a city with history,
culture and romance.

Hugo is a 2L, he can be reached at
Hugo. Gamez@valpo. edu
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Rockin' The Burbs
Septembe r
Releases
Brett Stein
Forum Music Critic

The Verve- Forth

E

leven years ago The Verve was
poised to become the next great
band out of England to stake
their claim as the mainstream rock band
of the moment. Riding high off the success of the smash single "Bitter Sweet
Symphony," the future held big things
as the album spun off several other
mildly successful singles in "The Drugs
Don't Work" and "Lucky," but things
went awry. A lawsuit over a Rolling
Stones sample used in "Bitter Sweet
Symphony" reportedly took away all of

the money generated by the song and album, "Urban Hymn ." The band broke
up due to turmoil between singer Richard A hcroft and guitarist Nick McCabe
and would not reunite until the summer
of2007.
In the meantime Ashcroft released
three solo albums, which were met with
mixed reviews but sold well in England and Europe. The album "Forth"
released in the United States on Augu~t
26th, proves two things about The Verve:
if the band had never existed Coldplay
would likely never have formed, and
that the band will make music on their
own terms.
The first single, "Love Is Noise,"
is a power anthem that draws its power from Ashcroft's emotional vocals
backed by a band fully in sync with thei;
musical abilities. Other standout tracks
on the album include "Rather Be" and
"Valium Skies." Though this album is
about nine years late, there is little doubt
that "Forth" seems eerily to be the album the band would have recorded as a
follow-up to "Urban Hymns."
In order for listeners to fully understand the hypnotic power of this band,
multiple listens arc essential because
many of these songs will not jump out
and hook you, but rather will grow on
you like a childhood best friend. While
this album is short of perfection, it fully
cements The Verve as a band to be reckoned with in the future. I give it an 8
out of 10.

•••

The Music Buzz

Okkervil River- The Stand Ins
he Stand Ins," originally conceived as the econd half of a
double album (the first half,
"The Stage Names," was released last
year), was finally released in early September to a long awaited sigh of relief
from the indie rock faithful.
Singer Will Sheff does a noble
job of assembling a group of songs that

T

album. Sheff sings with complete honesty on "Blue Tulip" when he belts out,
"with every single cell of me, I'm going
to make you mean the words you sigh,
you lie."
Aptly described as folk-rock, Okkervil River have continued to chum out
well-calculated and honestly arranged
albums. So often today many bands experience a morsel of success and their
music never sounds the same as when
people fell in love with it. Thankfully
that is not the case with "The Stand
Ins," which utilizes the same formula
as their previous album with enough
subtle changes to strap listen~rs in for a
new experience. I give it a 9 out of 10.

first solo album "Liquid swords,'' is
that he rarely reli,es on explicit laOgllage
to get his point across, and he is
Of
the best in the game as a vocalistSince breaking out as a s~lo ~rti~t
in 1995 GZA has also maintalll.e
hts
allegian~es to his cousin the RZ~~ "Who
produced most of the Wu-Tang alb:U111s
along with several of GZA's so1° albums, and will be appearing on ft.J1:ure

o:J?e

Genius/GZA- Pro Tools

T

sound closer to having been recorded
in your brother's bedroom instead of a
music studio. The songs are straightforward, borderline sing-a-long material, and therein lies the album's charm.
Okkervil River is not out to change the
world with their music, but to instead
make it a slightly better place in which
to live.
At various points the album takes
on a jingle jangle of heartbreak in
"Starry Stairs." The next track, "Blue
Tulip," is a ballad in every sense of the
word and checks in at 6 minutes and 18
seconds, by far the longest song on the

he GZA (real name Gary Grice)
has been putting out albums for.
nearly two decades and, as one
of the founding members of the WuTang Clan, he commands respect from
fellow rappers both past and present.
On "Pro Tools," the GZA does not
rely on guest stars as heavily as other
top selling artists and prefers to take a
methodical and intellectual approach
all the way through. From start to finish it never appears the Genius is trying too hard with his beats or his lyrics,
and he is at the top of his game in 2008.
"Alphabets" is one of the best hip-hop
tracks of the year and "Paper Plate" is
a hypnotizing song that can charm even
the most casual of rap music fans.
One quality I have always admired
about the GZA, even dating back to his

Wu-Tang Clan releases.
At his current pace, the GZA releases a new solo album roughly even
three years, and he has also spent tin:J. e
with his son, Young Justice, on a collaborative album yet to be released. While
he has remained out of the spotlight and
been overshadowed by some of his colleagues music, fans have been the beneficiaries of his solidly produced and
cleverly arranged solo efforts. I give
this album an 8 out of 10.

Brett is a 3L and can be reached a
Brett. Stein @valpo.edu.

Homer Simpson Goes
to Washington!
"I'm normally not a
praying man, but if
you're up there, please
save me superman!"
Jon Morris
News Editor

T

he high ~xpectations for modem
day prestdents by the public are
similar to those of a super hero,
making it nearly impossible for a mere
human to ever live up to such expectations. These "public ·expectations have
pushed the president to have more
powers and abilities" says Dr. Jennifer
Hora, an assistant professor of political
science at Valparaiso University, and
contributor to the book Homer Simpson
goes to Washington: American politics
through popular culture.
Homer Simpson Goes to Washington is a collection of essays that attempts to teach concepts in politics and
government by using popular television
shows, movies, music and books. Hora
was asked by the book's editor, Joseph
J. Foy, to write a chapter focusing on
the popular political drama The West
Wing, and how the fictional President
Bartlett's portrayal as a go-it-alone hero
compares to real presidents and the
way they make decisions. As a fan of
the television show and a presidential
scholar Hora accepted the opportunity
and contributed to the book.
Hora 's writing captures the realities of the American president in contrast to those portrayed on television.
On The West Wing "President Bartlett
makes it seem as though our president
acts alone without asking for advice
from his cabinet, and if he does ask for
advice he rarely listens," said Hora, but
in reality, "the president relies heavily
on the advice and the suggestions of his
staff."
Collectively the book challenges
current assumptions about politics,
government, and how the United States
democratic system operates. The coll~ction of essays, although written by
dtfferent authors, like Hora, are conveying a common message delivered in
terms of popular culture of which most
people can understand and empathize.
The message is founded on the premise
that public interest, dialogue, and civic

engagement are the essence of democracy in the United States.
Being so close to our next presidential election, Hora's writings, and
what she regularly teaches her students,
is even more applicable and interesting.
With so many problems in our political
system she focused in on democracy
and our voting system. The biggest
problem plaguing democracy and our
system of voting today is "attempting to
balance being an inclusive and simple
system and yet being accurate in terms
of applying the rules of voting," said
Hora. Although more people vote for
American Idol than the president, some
of those people are voting more than
once, and they can easily vote by text
message, a system like this wouldn't be
accurate enough for a presidential election. While a much simpler and more
accessible system is needed, accuracy is
of the utmost importance.
The demise of our civil liberties
and our democratic system could have
something to do with the movies, music, television, radio, Internet videos,
and other media to which our society is
constantly exposed. Hora said, "Much
of it has to do with public opinion." And
because public opinion can be largely
swayed and developed by media particularly during election season, "if people
think they need more government assistance, the government is pushed to do
something." Unfortunately, the more
we expect from our government, the
more power and authority we will pass
into the hands of our president, our congress, and our supreme court. And as
George Washington said, "Government
is not reason; it is not eloquent; it is
force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant
and a fearful master."
People are interested in pop culture. In a society where more people
are interested in voting for their favorite
American idol than their next president,
it is essential to have increasingly more
literature and entertainment that is both
interesting and educational. If it means
using the words "Homer Simpson" in
the title to gain people's interest, that is
precisely what needs to be done.

Jon is a 2L and can be reached at Jonathan.Morris@valpo. edu
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Feeding Gus
The Women

Mezza
Sean Hatfield

Kirsten Haalboom

Forum Movie Critic

Forum Food Critic

or those of you who do not know
us, Gus is my better half. He
works hard to support me as I
struggle through the trials and tribulations of law school. Most days, I enjoy
cooking for the two of us, but occasionally, I do not have the time or energy to
make a healthy, delicious meal. When
that happens, we go through the process
of deciding where we should eat out in
the thriving metropolis of Valparaiso.
When we first moved to town, we had no
clue that there were incredibly diverse
dining choices available in town. Although Applebees and Fridays are great
to go to on occasion, I soon tired of their
selection, and we began to branch out to
locally owned restaurants. One place T
am happy to have discovered is Mezza,
at 607 E. Lincolnway.
The word "mezza" actually means
appetizer in Arabic. When you eat at
this restaurant, you will quickly discover that the menu consists primarily
of various "tapas," or appetizers. Some
of the menu options include an order
of five cold dishes and five warm for a
table to share at approximately sixteen
dollars a person. This may seem a bit
pricey for appetizers, but once the food
starts coming, you aren't likely to miss
having a main course. The only problem with this particular option is that
the entire table bas to agree on which
ten items to order. This can be difficult,
but it is more cost-effective if you can
make it work. It also assists in the flow
of the meal, as the food comes out in
courses, and it is not particularly pleasant if some people at the table have to
sit and watch the rest of the table eat
because they did not order anything for
the first course .
When evaluating a restaurant, I
find that there is a simple test for deciding whether I would recommend eating
there to a friend or not. This test consists offom elements, none ofwhich are
decisive in my conclusion. These elements are: ambiance, service, cost and
taste. In considering ambiance, I look
to the decor, the table arrangements,
whether there is music, and whether
there is entertainment available. When
I evaluate the service, I primarily consider both the speed and the accuracy of
the wait-staff, but I must also consider
whether the server is friendly and charismatic as well. Cost seems like a relatively simple factor, and it is, but quality plays a part in that consideration; I
am unwilling to pay much at all ifl feel
the quality is low, but I may be willing
to splurge on a high-quality restaurant
experience. The final element in my
analysis, taste, is given the most weight
in my .balance of elements. I may be

W
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Meet Gus

willing to put up with poor service, bad
ambiance, and high costs if the food is
incredible, but if it is so-so, any one of
the other factors may tip the balance
away from the restaurant. In considering taste, I look to more than whether
I simply enjoy the meal, but also to
whether it is original or unusual. In
other words, I want the food to be the
main reason why I chose a particular
restaurant. The application of this test
to Mezza is as follows:
I. Ambiance
The decor of Mezza is lovely.
There are shades of blue and yellow
throughout the restaurant, suggesting
the feel of the Mediterranean, without
being obvious or overdone. The table
arrangements are overcrowded indoors,
but wonderful outdoors, where there are
garden lights and tiki-torches burning.
There was no noticeable music playing
while I was in the restaurant, but there
was the exciting entertainment of a firedancer, Ian Jahnz. It was an extremely
diverse way to spend an evening, and
infinitely added to my experience at
Mezza. Overall, the ambiance of Mezza is excellent, with the available entertainment and pleasant decor outweighing the crowded feel.
2. Service
The one problem I encountered
while eating at Mezza was that the service was slightly slow. We arrived at
the restaurant for our 7:30 reservation,
but did not get menus until 8:00, and
were not served our first appt)(;izers until
around 9:00. However, we did watch
the dancer during part of that time and
later discovered that there was a shortage of wait-staff on that particular evening. Therefore it is uncertain whether
service would always be so slow at the
restaurant. Whether or not that is the
case, I would recommend making sure
you have the evening free if you are
having dinner at Mezza, just in case.
3. Cost
As I stated above, you can share
ten menu items for a price of sixteen

Fire-Dancer I an Jahnz performing at Mezza
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dollars a person, which is not overly
expensive for the food that is served
at Mezza. If you choose to take a different route in ordering, the appetizers
range from five dollars to ten, depending on what they involve. Entree items
are generally around fifteen dollars, and
sandwiches are no more than eight dollars. However, Mezza does offer a student discount for lunches, which is any
of six sandwiches with a beverage for
only six dollars.
4. Taste
Our meal began with hummus, a
spread made of chickpeas, and baba ganouj, a spread made from mashed eggplant, which we ate with warm pitas.
We moved from there to falafels, which
are fried treats with a filling made of
chickpeas and fava beans. Arguably,
the best menu item we tried was the
scallops. They were cooked to perfection, and delicately spiced. The item I
would recomme.nd to anyone carnivorous, however, is the kefta quesadilla.
Gus's response to his first bite was "Oh
my God,~' followed by delighted silence, which always means he believes
eating is more important than talking at
that particular moment. Kefta is grilled
sirloin flavored with five-spice. It tastes
exotic and familiar all at once. I felt
that Chef Sarah Geary outdid herself
with this appetizer, and I wanted to eat
more.
Conclusion
I would recommend this restaurant to anyone who wants to treat their
dining experience as an evening out of
the ordinary. It provides a relaxed environment wit~ delicious foods that are
generally unavailable in small-town
America. More importantly, I believe
from what I tasted that everything on
the menu is probably worth trying, and
the more I try, the more curious I get
about what else is offered.

Kirsten is a 3L and can be reached at
Kirsten.Haalboom@valpo. edu.
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hat happens when you mi sa
Forum staff meeting? "They"
make you go watch "The
Women." I will be honest; I was looking forward to seeing this, the mother
of all chick flicks, like I look forward to
reading for Secured Transactions. And
frankly, I was expecting the movie to be
about as entertaining. That said, and this
is fairly uncomfortable for me to admit
- you know, being a dude and all - but
this movie was not bad at all. Of course
it may have been the company. I had the
distinct pleasure of watching this movie
with three of the most stunning and
charming women that Valpo Law has to
offer, but still, even had I been without
their ravishing presence, I would still
rate this movie - not bad.
Here is the deal though; I just did
not get it. And no guy can. In fact it is
biologically impossible for any man to
sit down and watch this movie and think
to himself, "you know, these ladies have
a point." The shopping, the crying, more
shopping- the theater should have sold,
along with their $13 small popcorn and
Coke, p·illows for all the significant others dragged to this enigma to scream
into in utter frustration. I say significant
others because, trust me, none of the
guys in attendance were there willingly.
But they all had the same thing on their
minds; "Righteous Kill" is playing just
one room over.
But wait! Didn't I say it wasn't
bad? Indeed I did and indeed it was
not. It was a nice story, there were some
genuinely funny parts and the acting
was great. Annette Bening is just awesome. She plays a sharp-edged and sav-

vy business woman with some issues at
work that spi II over into her personal
life. Her best friend is Meg Ryan and
they are all friends with Jada Pinkett
Smith and that one girl from that one
movie, Debra Messing. Together they
laugh and cry and deal with the ups and
downs of their lives. But what makes this
movie stand out for me is that it could
have very easily been a crazy man-eating disaster. Instead, it was not a movie
about hating men, but rather celebrating
women. And it is a timely movie given
Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton's recent
and inspiring achievements. It broke
the typical male-dominated Hollywood
mold by putting women front and center
and gave men the backseat. What am I
saying? Backseat? There wasn't a single
man on the set. The director, the writer,
the cast, even the extras - all women.
But that is what made this movie stand
out and become something more than a
so-so chick flick.
As an aside, like everything else to
come out of Hollywood in the past 15
years, this movie is a remake. The original was written by Clare Booth Luce
and starred a superb Joan Crawford.
And yes, like most things, the original
was better (you can grab it on Netflix).
That's right, I watched the original too,
by myself and through intennittent outbursts from my roommate making fun
of me from the other room.
So there it is. I watched both versions of "The Women" in the same
week and I enjoyed both of them and
if any guys have made to the end of this
review, you are going to like it too.

Sean is a 3L and can be reached at
Sean .Hatjield@valpo. edu

BUCKLEY'S BREWHOUSE
Augustijn Ale, Brouwerij Van Steenberge
N. V., Belgium (Belgiarr Tripel) with Guest
Connoisseurs Katherine Crawford, Greg
Lake, and Pam Hart
Chris Buckley
Forum Beer Critic

W

elcome back after a long
summer of hopefully brewing and tasting. I certainly
enjoyed mine, and was welcomed back
to law school with a grand slam of a
sample, this delectable Belgian Tripe!.
As I have elaborated upon in the
past, the Belgian Tripe] is, if not THE
king of all brew styles, at least among
the kings in the brewing world (deliberately excluding an American "beer"
that markets that title). As I have described in my previous columns, this
whopping style utilizes candy sugar to
produce both an ABV and a body that is
unparalleled in the brewing world. Not
only are many of these brews meticulously crafted by Christian monks, they
are usually organic, bottle conditioned
and corked in 750mL bottles. What
makes this class so dominant in the eyes
of many brewers and tasters is its pure
simplicity of form and attention to detail that create such a depth of character
and diversity in palette to leave you intrigued, wine bottle after wine bottle of
this delicate goodness.
After wandering to Old World
Market (located on the SW corner of the
courthouse square in Valparaiso) I managed to find not only a unique selection
of beers from around the world, but also
an assortment of delectable cheeses to
compliment such world class craftsmanship. I spent a good deaL of time
sampling the cheeses until I arrived at
the cheese that was meant for this terrifically crafted beer: a Belgian abbey
goat cheese fermented with organic, abbey-raised honey.
What a beautiful array of colors

emerged as this golden-hued delight
slowly drizzled into the snifters! It
had the hue of lightly caramel-colored
candy sugar or a freshly distilled fall
cider. It was in its true form, a creamy,
cloudy haze percolated by the most perfect champagne carbonation gave off a
"hefe-like" presence as the light superficial froth hung on the edges of the crystal. I could have literally spent hours
wandering through this beer's aroma, as
it permeated my nose with its very floral, peony or hibiscus essence, followed
by a chamomile or apricot sweetnes . A
very balanced mouthfeel was evident
upon taking the first grasp of this divine
substance; the carbonation's feel echoed
its appearance--as a perfect champagne
intensity, and it was relatively full.
Its sweet body of concentrated
apricot then engulfed my entire palette
followed by a distinct sour and almost
bitter aftertaste, distinctly evident of
granny smith apples or German Gewurstraminer grapes. This sourne s intrigued me well after this 750mL was
split four ways (the mere cost of good
company), and I was left with the mystery of a clean, dry champagne-like finish. The character and body of this beer
was so complex that my only regret was
not having an assortment of accompaniments to isolate each individual essence. I strongly recommend all of you
readers (albeit three of you ... ) to take a
journey over to Old World Market and
give this one a try! Happy and responsible drinking!

Chris is a 3L and can be reached at
CJzris.Buckley@valpo. edu
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Profiles

Hometown:

Hometown:

Greendale, WI

Columbia, SC

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:

University of South Carolina

University of WisconsinWhitewater

Undergraduate Major:
Criminology and
Criminal Justice

Undergraduate Major:
Political Science

Family: Dad and Mom: Deborah and Augusta Randolph; Brother:
Tyric; Sisters: Terrica and Tianna; Dog: Cajun
What do you think of the recent bailout by The Fed? Personally,
I ~hink it amounts to poor people in this country being forced to give
free money to rich people with swimming pools that have failed
miserably at their business ventures. I say we wipe them off the
map and give new lenders a chance. We can almost only go up from
here anyway.
Vice Presidential Nominee Sarah Palin: Wave of the future? or
Sign of the apocalypse ? Definitely not wave of the future.
What are you most interested in seeing when the Presidential &
Vice Presidential debates begin? Sarah Palin fumble at answering
questions on topics she has absolutely no knowledge about.
What are you dressing up as for the Halloween Party? I don't
celebrate Halloween.
If you died and were reincarnated as an animal of your choosing,
what would it be? Siberian Tiger, because they're the biggest of all
the tigers, super-fast, and I'd always be warm in the winter.
[Professor) Celebrity Deathmatch: Dooley v. Lind. Who wins?
Let's make it one of those matches where a 3rd person enters the
stadium. marches into the ring, beats everyone, and takes home the
title. That person would be Professor Stuart. She's great!
The Cubs have clinched the Central Division for the second year
in a row -- do you think they can I will win the World Series? I
don't like baseball, but this is for you Mrs. Debbie: White Sox are
going all the way! Just a side note: I'm not sure who will win the
Superbowl, but it will NOT be the Cowboys, Bears, or Colts.
After living with the campus wide smoking ban for the first
month of school, how do you think it's going? Pretty good, I think.
It's kind of nice not having to walk through a cloud of smoke every
time I leave the building now.

Family: Married to Jason and have one child, Caitlin Meadow.
What do you think of the recent bailout by The Fed? Good idea,
but in hindsight the government should have done a better job regulating sub-prime lending.
Vice Presidential Nominee Sarah Palin: Wave of the future? or
Sign of the apocalypse ? Sign of the opening of hunting season, is
that a choice?! Wave of the future otherwise.
What are you most interested in seeing when the Presidential &
Vice Presidential debates begin? If they put McCain in front of
another green screen.
What are you dressing up as for the Halloween Party? Nada.
If you died and were reincarnated as an animal of your choosing,
what would it be? A panda - I do a mean impression of one.
[Professor) Celebrity Deathmatch: Dooley v. Lind. Who wins?
Lind, hands down. I am sure she could take Prof. Dooley out with the
heel of her high-fashion stilettos.
The Cubs have clinched the Central Division for the second year
in a row -- do you think they can I will win the World Series? If
the Red Sox could, why not the Cubs?!
After living with the campus wide smoking ban for the first
month of s·chool, how do you think it's going? It's a ridiculously
strict rule.

Family: My Mom, Lois, is an Elementary School Principal. My
dad, Patrick, is a master carpenter. My older sister, Shannon, is a
paralegal.
What do you think of the recent bailout by The Fed? I cannot
really say. I understand the potential disaster that lies ahead if nothing is done, however, I also understand the hesitation that Congress
is having passing this $700 billion bailout. From what I understand,
it is not whether or not the bailout should happen, but instead how it
will be implemented. After Tuesday's grim reports of the potential
that lies ahead if nothing is done, I am all for the bailout.
Vice Presidential Nominee Sarah Palin: Wave of the future?
or Sign of the apocalypse ? Wow. Nice question. How do I
answer this without casting a stone? Screw it, she is a sign of the
APOCALYPSE.
What are you most interested in seeing when the Presidential & _
Vice Presidential debates begin? Debates? Presidential candidates
debate? No, this cannot be. I thought that they just put out all those
mud-slinging commercials. Do you mean to tell me that we will
actually get to hear where our next potential leader stands on an
issue? Let me know the time and I will be there.
What are you dressing up as for the Halloween Party? Seeing
that I am in law school, I thought I would copy Denzel Washington 's
costume from the movie "Philadelphia" and go as a law suit. On
second thought, having just read that back to myself! probably will
not go due to the fact that the whole student body now knows I am
dark.
If you died and were reincarnated as an animal of your choosing, what would it be? Well, had you asked me this question a few
years ago I would have said a polar bear; however, since they will
soon be extinct I will have to go with a bald eagle. Flight seems like
such an amazing thing.
[Professor] Celebrity Deathmatch: Dooley v. Lind. Who wins?
Lin<L hands down.
The Cubs have clinched the Central Division for the second year
in a row -- do you think they can I will win the World Series? I
am from Wisc-onsin. No offense to any Cubs fans, but I hope they
keep their choking tradition alive.
After living with the campus wide smoking ban for the first
month of school, how do you think it's going? I think it is going
well.

TRIVIA
1) In which James Bond movie can you see five men dressed in
blonde wigs and black dresses?
2) What common household item was once condemned by the
Roman Catholic Church because it was an insult to God's creation of the human hand?

1

2

1

6

9

3

0

5

3) Name one of two countries where you can get Spam at a MeDonalds or a Burger King.

8

4) What common domestic pet was domesticated in the Andes
Mountains about 2000 years ago?

2

5

5) Which heavy metal musician got his first job in the entertainment industry as a technician for the Pee Wee Herman show?

3

2

6) Based on a 30 inch stride, how many steps does the average
person take to walk a mile?
7) What is the only nation on earth that does not have either a
square or rectangular flag?

8

6

4

7

9

8) There are at least four actors who turned down the role ofBubba in the movie Forrest Gump. Name one of them.

4

9) What popular item of women's clothing is named for a n~clear
weapons testing site?

1
6

7

1

5

g

10) What creature is estimated to be the longest animal on
earth?

October trivia by Mike Wild
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Baseball playoff fever'
their 2005 success. The White Sox will
Kerin Knutson
have the toughest road to travel in the
Forum Staff Writer
AL, coming in with the worst record of
the four. Young pitching and timely hitemperatures are slowly dropping,
leaves are beginning to turn and ting, thanks to manager Ozzie Guillen's
the end of September's yellow July rant, has been the recipe for success on the South Side.
jacket invasion is swiftly dissipating.
Out west, the Los Angeles Angels
Fall is here, and for baseball fans that
of Anaheim hold the best record in the
only means one thing - the playoffs are
majors. Angels closer Francisco Rodrihere again.
For Chicago Cubs fans, this is the guez broke the single-season mark for
second year in a row they have made it saves by accumulating 61, four more
to the playoffs, the first time since 1907- than the previous mark.
The National League is packed
08. Cubs fans carry a heavy burden, as
with
talented teams looking to march
their team has not won the World Series
through October and on to the World
since 1908.
There are teams outside of the Chi- Series.
The Chicago Cubs hold the best
cago area that are also vying for a world
championship, one team in particular is record in the NL and were the first team
looking for their first. The Tampa Bay to clinch. Manager Lou Piniella has his
Rays have stormed through the regular pitching staff headed in the right direction at the right time. Ace Carlos Zamseason accomplishing many firsts for
the young franchise that has been in the brano and pitcher Ted Lilly are coming
American League East's cellar for most off a no-hitter and one-hitter respectiveof their existence. The young talent of ly. General Manager Jim Hendry bolstered the lineup by picking up outfieldrookie third basemen Evan Longoria,
ers Jim Edmonds and Reed Johnson and
combined with the veteran leadership
pitcher Rich Harden. The Cubs have
of designated hitter Cliff Floyd, have
vaulted the Rays to their first playoffs in scored the most runs in the majors behind the offense of Alfonso Soriano and
franchise history.
The Boston Red Sox are looking Aramis Ramirez. Their offense along
for their second consecutive World Se- with their pitching has transformed the
Cubs from the "Lovable Losers" into
ries title and third in four years. Boston,
the favorites in the NL.
who captured the AL Wild Card, will
The Philadelphia Phillies have
not have to battle their arch rivals, the
New York Yankees, as the Yankees are two former NL MVPs on their roster,
missing the playoffs for the first time shortstop Jimmy Rollins and first base~
men Ryan Howard. Howard leads the
since 1993.
In the AL Central, the Chicago majors with 46 homeruns and 141 runs
White Sox are looking for a repeat of batted in.

T

The other New York team, the
Mets, come into the playoffs with a different manager than they started with,
and a bullpen that has been beaten up,
to say the least. Perennial All-Stars Jose
Reyes, David Wright and Carlos Beltran, with the addition of pitcher Johan
Santana make New York a team not to
be overlooked. Reyes, always a threat
to steal, had over 200 hits this season,
only the second player to do so in a
Mets uniform.
The Los Angeles Dodgers enter
the playoffs behind the extraordinary
play of outfielder Manny Ramirez,
who is already third on the team with
16 home runs. Veteran pitchers Derek
Lowe, Brad Penney and Greg Maddux
have each won a World Series and provide balance and leadership in the clubhouse. Not to mention manager Joe
Torre's experience is unparalleled to
any other manager in the majors. This
will also be Torre's 14th consecutive
post season as a manager, but his first ·
with the Dodgers.
Even with all of the assets each
team brings to the table, in the end there
can only be two. The march through
October to the World Series will be a<
tough road for fans whose teams are on
the brink. This time of year invokes suspense, excitement, and the occasional
riot, just one of the many reasons baseball is America's favorite pastime.

Surprise
Beginnings
State of the NFL
after the first
three weeks

Korin is a 1L and can be reached at Korin.Knutson@valpo. edu

Man v. Horse
Wacky new competition to hit
the British Isles
David Johnson
Forum StaffWriterr

T

he Man vs. Horse Marathon is
an annual sporting event that,
while it doesn't receive much
press coverage, attracts thousands of
viewers and more than 500 competitors
in 2008.
The concept for this race started
about 30. years ago as a drunken bet
inside a pub in Wales. While serving
drinks to his patrons, a landowner and
businessman named Gordon Green
overheard a conversation where one
man was arguing with another that over
a significant distance of hilly Welsh
countryside, a man could outpace a
horse. Green, who immediately liked
the idea, saw it as a way to get his hotel
some business, and organized the first
Man vs. Horse Marathon in 1980.
The key to making this contest
fair is the course that the riders and

runners have to traverse. Although the
race starts out in the Town Square of the
tiny town ofLlanwrtyd Wells, it quickly
takes the participants right into the
Welsh countryside, traversing everything from farm land to moors to dense
wooded forests. Few parts of the course
are level stretches of land which the
horses and riders can cover significantly
quicker than their human opponents; in
faot, much of the event takes the competitors through thickets and waterways
which humans can bolt through but rid-

ers must deto\.1[ around. Additionally,
good portions of the course are quite
steep, forcing the horses and their riders
to slow their pace so the horses don't
get injured. Other factors like amandatory mid-race veterinarian check of the
horses help make the competition more
fair to the runners.
Although the course has been
slightly modified from time to time to
help the rwmers, many thought the decades-old bet would never be fulfilled:
that a man would never beat a horse.

gence as a division leader is th,e addition of Ken Whisenhunt as head coach.
In just his second season, the Cardinals
have shored up the offensive line and
installed an explosive offense.
The AFC West has also had some
surprises. Not only is San Diego 1-2,
Mike Wild
but Denver rebounded from last year's
Copy Editor
7-9 record and the Broncos are now sithe new NFL season has already ting on top of the division with a 3-0
record. The Broncos have been on the
had its fair share of exciting fingood side of a few questionable calls so
ishes and surprise storylines defar this season, but it is hard to argue
spite being only three weeks old. The
with Jay Cutler's play under center so
most interesting of which is the emerging dominanee of the NFC East and the
far. Cutler has eight passing touchpower shakeups in the NFC West, the downs to his credit so far and despite
the questionable call against San Diego
AFC West and the AFC East.
The NFC East has really estab- in week two, he showed a lot of poise
lished itself as the strongest conference on the controversial two point converin the league up to this point. For start- sion that left Denver 2-0 and San Diego
ers, the reigning Super Bowl champions, 0-2. Speaking of San Diego, it's hard
to believe that the team that went to
the New York Giants, have rolled out to
last season's AFC championship game
a 3-0 start with wins over Washington,
is 1-2. The Chargers have an incredSt. Louis and Cincinnati in overtime in
ibly talented team, but they were on the
week three. Overshadowing the Giants
thus-far-undefeated record is the Dallas short end of a questionable call against
Cowboys' 3-0 start. So far, the Cow- Denver, which might make the diviboys have had convincing wins over sional rematch in week 17 interesting
Cleveland, Philadelphia and an exciting to watch.
In case you're living under a rock,
Sunday night victory over Green Bay
that was televisied nationally. Mean- the AFC East is in incredible turmoil.
while, the Redskins and Eagles are each For starters, the Bills are sitting at 3-0,
2-1. Washington gutted out wins against after consecutive fourth quarter nailbiters against Jacksonville and OakNew Orleans and Arizona in weeks two
and three while Philadelphia is coming land to go 3-0. Even more interesting is
off of a big third week win against in- Miami's stunning week three win over
New England in Foxboro, MA snapping
state rival Pittsburgh.
Now, onto the power shakeups in the Patriots' 21 game regular season
winning streak. There is a Jot of talk
other divisions.
about how the Patriots are lost without
For starters, the NFC West is no
longer dominated by the Seahawks. Tom Brady under center, but it's safe to
guess that New England's coach, Bill
Instead, the Arizona Cardinals have
emerged as the division leader with a Belichick, has something up his cut2-1 record. Arizona tallied a week one
off sleeve. The AFC East might turn
out to be the most volatile division in
win over division rival San Francisco
the league this season, but for now, this
and a week two win over Miami, but
suffered a tough loss to Washington in Bills fan is just happy to see his favorite
week three. Arizona has great depth at
team in first place, even if it might be
quarterback with Kurt Warner and Matt short lived.
Leinert, plus wide receivers Anquan
Boldin and Larry Fitzgerald have tal- Mike is a 2L, and can be reached at Milied six touchdowns thus far. Another chael. Wild@valpo.edu
important element in Arizona's emer-

T

All this changed with Huw Lobb, an
avid marathon runner from London.
Mr. Lobb did what many though to be
impossible in 2004; after finishing the
22-mile race in an incredible 2 hours, 5
minutes and 19 seconds, Lobb watched
as the first rider crossed the line two
minutes later. Not only did he have the
honor of being the race's first human
winner, he also collected an impressive
£25,000 for doing so. Green initially
put £1,000 as prize money for a human winner in 1980 and added another
£1,000 to the pot each year the marathon was held, but no one until Lobb
had the endurance necessary to beat out
a horse.

In 2007, German runner Florian
Holginger beat out the first horse to
cross the line -by over eleven minutes.
Holginger earned the accrued £3,000
for his efforts. Finally, in 2008, marathon runner John Macfarlane only lost
the race by 30 seconds. What many
thought impossible only a few years ago
has hearty become common practice for
the Man vs. Horse Marathon. Granted,
this event may be a little bizarre, but
anyone that can outrun a horse deserves
a little commendation; T think the Valpo
Running Club will back me up on this.
David Johnson is a 1L and can be
reached at David.Johnson2@valpo.edu

Fair or Foul?
sports since officials first appeared on
the scene, but th~y've long been be. grudgingly accepted as part of the game
because officials are human after all.
OnAugust28, 2008, Major League
Baseball (MLB) joined the ranks of the
rest of the major US professional sports
leagues in instituting instant replay, but
Rachel Sharron
only for home run calls. The first actual use of the instant replay system ocSports Editor
curred about a week after its inception,
n a world of second opinions, get on an Alex Rodriquez home run during
the facts first." The quote may be
a Yankees/Rays match-up on Septemfrom a Cartier advertisement, but its
ber 3, 2008. The ruling on the field was
meaning rings true even in professional
home run, which was confitmed a few
sports.
minutes later after reviewing footage of
Questionable and outright bad
the hit ball. I suppose A-Rod had to be
calls by officials have been a part of
first in something this season, beyond

Baseball creeps
into the 20th
Century with
instant replay

I

making himself completely useless to
his team this month on the off chance
the playoffs are actually possible for the
Yankees this year.
The MLB system applies only in
determining whether a home run was
hit in or out, fair or foul, or whether
there was fan interference with the play.
If anyone does understand the significance of fan interference with "home
runs", google Steve Bartman and the
Cubs, John Maier and the Orioles, or
Josh X and the Yankees. Even Law &
Order had an episode in which the homicide victim was a Yankees fan who
had previously interfered with a play to
give the Boston Red Sox a home run.
But I digress ...

Why MLB took so long to implement "instant replay" and why it only
applies to home run calls is anyone's
guess, but at least it's a step in the right
direction. Umpires are human and they
make mistakes. At least in baseball,
games rarely come down to one play,
but in the few instances where a bad
or blown call could really have an outcome-changing impact, it's best to have
a back up system in place where umpires can objectively review the play.
But shouldn't such a system apply
to all plays, short of each pitch thrown,
and not just homeruns? After all, getting
the call right should be the most important thing, right? Even though it seems
likely that instant replay is here to stay

in MLB, the future of it is not yet set
in stone. Both the Players' Association
and the umpires' union have agreed to
instant replay through the 2008 postseason, however, both unions reserve
the right to revisit the issue in the off
season. If neither union requests further
bargaining regarding instant replay, it
will remain in effect at least through the
20 11 postseason. But beyond that, who
knows.
Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
Rachel. Sharron@valpo. edu
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Won1ens La-w Student Association
October 2008
Update
Heather Looby
Executive Editor & WLSA Social Chair

Women's Law Student Association
(WLSA) is a women's professional support group. WLSA's goal is to sponsor
events that allow women at Valpo Law
to get to know one another and to network with women that have graduated
from Valpo Law. WLSA's philanthropy
side sponsors events that raise awareness about women's issues with specific
emphasis this year on breast cancer and
domestic violence.
On September 20, WLSA participated in Valparaiso University & United
Way's Day of Caring. WLSA eo-sponsored the event with the Equal Justice
Alliance (EJA) and the Black Law Students Association (BLSA) at The Caring Place.
WLSA had a great turnout for
their inaugural WLSA "Golf Outing"
on Tuesday, September 30, 2008. The
event was held locally at Creekside
Golf Course and Training Center in
Valparaiso. Local LPGA teaching professional, Nancy Bender, along with
some golfers from the law school,
helped teach to participants how to
tee-off and drive at the driving range.
Creekside Golf Course is located at
2355 Clifford Road in Valpo. For more
information about Bender, visit her
website at: www.nancybender.us
Upcoming events:
Saturday, October 11, 2008: Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk.
. This 5K walk will take place at
8:00 a.m. at Hidden Lake Park in Merrillville, IN. According to last years'
participants, this event was a lot of fun.
WLSA requests that attendees wear either a WLSA shirt or a pink shirt in support of the fight against breast cancer.
Families and friends are welcome to

attend as well. WLSA will meet at the
law school and carpool to Merrillville.
Trivia Night
In mid to late October, WLSA will
be sponsoring a Trivia Night in· honor
of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
The event will be held at The Franklin House with lots of free food. Last
year's Trivia Night saw great turnout,
and with the switch to a bigger location,
WLSA is expecting this year's event to
be even better The cost is $5 per person
(or $25 per team, with a max 5 people
per team). The proceeds will go to the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. Further information will be provided through email and at next month's
meeting.
Other upcoming events include:
"Night with the Professors"
Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner in November, "Adopt-A-Family" in December, "Night with the Professionals" in
January, "Celebration of Women and
Diversity" in February, which may be
co-sponsored with other VUSL student
organizations, "Dress for Success" in
March, which is a new event for WLSA
this year, aimed at promoting the advancement of women in the workplace
in our area, and "Sexual Assault Awareness" in April.
If students are interested in becoming a member of WLSA, it's not
too late to join the club! Dues are $10
for every member which covers yearly
dues and includes a t-shirt, and may be
paid by cash or check, made payable to
WLSA. Although WLSA focuses on
issues affecting women, men are welcome at all of our meetings and events.
The WLSA executive board members
have worked really hard to play some
great events and are really excited about
this upcoming year for WLSA. If you
have any questions about W~SA or its
events, please email any member of the
exec board at: valpo.wlsa@gmail.com
Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
Heather.Looby@valpo. edu

Moot Court
•
announces upcotntng
Swygert Metnorial Moot
Court Cotnpetition
Andrew Smith
Assoc. Justice of the Swygert Comp.

0

n November 5, 2008 the
Valparaiso University School
of Law Moot Court Society
will host the 20th annual Judge Luther
M. Swygert Memorial Moot Court
Competition. Every year members of
the Moot Court Society delve into areas
of First Amendment law in this competition. This year's topic involves academic freedom for professors, which is
timely and of great interest to many.
Members will endure a brief-writing competition followed by multiple
rounds of oral arguments judged by
members of the Executive Board (Tamara Carnahan, Sheri Erdmann, Josh
Mather, Teranni Randolph, Andrew
Smith and Katie Staab). The field will
be narrowed to the top four competitors
who will perform in the final round on
November 5th.
The judges for the final round are
Judge John Tinder of the 7th Circuit,

Justice Elizabeth Lacy of the Virginia
Supreme Court, and Justice Debra Todd
of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
Members of the Moot Court Society include:
Dominic Buttitta, Andy Dickerson,
Ilisha Dowell, Joshua Faucette, Mitch
Gilfillan, Kirsten Haalboom, Brandon
Hall, Sean Hatfield, Allison Horton,
Milo Johnson, Jesse Lanshe, Joanna
Lekkas, Elizabeth Madlem, Anthony
Mayerhofer, Kathryn McEnery, Ashley
Mills, Brett Mock, Amy Molloy, Erika
Nelson, Steve Olsen, Nicholas Poteres,
Abigail Rom, Heather Schaefer, Sameer
Siddiqui, Jeff Speights, Arriel Stevens,
Moses Suarez, Jessica Warren
Watch for information regarding
when tickets will be available.
Thank you,
Andrew Smith, Associate Justice of the
Swygert Competition
Andrew is a 3L and can be reached at
Andrew.Smith2@valpo.edu.

WLSA members at last year's Breast Cancer Walk

Heather Looby 1 The Forum

3201 E. Evans Avenue 1Valparaiso, IN 46383
www.inmansvalpo.com

WEDNESDAY
$1.50 PER GAME, $1.50 SHOE RENTAL
ALL DOMESTIC DRAFT PITCHERS $5.95
ALL DOMESTIC DR_A FT 14 OZ $1.50
ALL WELL DRINKS $1.50
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $2.00

THURSDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT!
$1.00 PER GAME,

9 PM - MIDNIGHT
$1.00 SHOE RENTAL

4

••

TRY OUT ONE OF OUR 10-WEEK SHORT-TERM
LEAGUES. A GREAT WAY TO AVE FUN!

_ _
3 6 9

NEW LEAGUE!

AUTOMATIC STRIKE IN FRAMES 3, 6 1 & 9.
HIGHER SCORES & AVERAGES!
. LEAGUE STARTS: SEPT. 8 @ 9 PM
PIZZA PARTY AND TROPHIES ON LAST NIGHT OF LEAGUE!

~Try our new wings!~
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Trails of change and sacrifice
Nathan Vis
Guest Writer

inger pointing has characterized
much of the past few weeks - for
some, the current mortgage crisis
is evidence of bad business practices,
others believe that the crisis makes evident the need for more regulations, and
still others blame credit agencies for
extending lines of credit to thQse who
could not afford them. Change. Reform.
Change. Reform. It is a shame I can't
convert my '95 Wagon into a hybrid
that recycles those two words into alternative energy.
In 1901, a short, stout bespectacled
man became President- Theodore Roosevelt. He overcame child-hood asthma
through a rigorous workout regimen,
and he continued that vigorous ethic
of hard work throughQut his entire life.
He fought unethical business practices,
while supporting the fundamentals he
felt should guide a free market: honesty,
sanity, and self restraint. He welcomed
the fourth estate, journalism, to pursue
its duty in rooting out evil in all facets
of society, but lashed against the use of
journalism to foster a class war.
In 1906, President Roosevelt delivered a speech that reminded journalists of their duty, and he purported
great principles still applicable today.
He discouraged using human desire and
materialism to drive a wedge between
classes and encouraged individuals to
expose the evils in all classes of society.
"If, on the other hand, it Uournal-

F

ism) turns into a mere crusade of appetite against appetite, of a contest between
the brutal greed of the "have nots" and
the brutal greed of the "haves," then it
has no significance for good, but only
for evil. If it seeks to establish a line
of cleavage, not along the line which
divides good men from bad, but along
that other line, running at right angles
thereto, which divides those who are
well off from those who are less well
off, then it will be fraught with immeasurable harm to the body politic. We can
no more and no less afford to condone ·
evil in the man of capital than evil in the
man of no capital."
Within those lines Roosevelt attacked an evil ethic as old as time, and
the politics that played off of that ethic:
discontent due to material wants beyond our needs should not drive our actions. And how is this pertinent today?
Roosevelt continued his speech to state
that there is little good in a mere spasm
of reform, for "its violent emotionalism
leads to exhaustion." Rather, he cites
that action should be marked by growth
according to honesty, sanity and self restraint.
I decry the actions of a CEO who
wrongly purports his/her company to be
in the black, misleading investors and
the public. But I decry that action the
same as the act of a man living in Section 8 housing who hangs a flat screen
TV from the living room wall, prolonging his dependence upon honorable
government aid. I denounce the actions
of mortgage companies extending loans
to persons not financially able to make

the payments. But I denounce the actions of persons seeking mortgages or
breaking them while frivolously spending money, unable to separate want
from need.
The word change is not a firestorm
which rolls through society, purging
it of its ills. Rather, change is illustrative of sacrifiee, of actions that have
confronted those evil ethics, and sacrificed for a greater good. Change does
not begin with rhetoric, it is entrenched
in one's actions. It is not explained in
words, but in the actions that define an
individual's character, whether a community organizer or mayor of a small
town, school teacher or stay-at-home
mom. Change stems from actions taken
and stances upheld.
The candidate I plan to vote for in
the upcoming election is not someone
who I agree with entirely. But he's left
a trail of change - actions taken and
stances upheld - that impacted both
parties. And more importantly, he has
displayed sacrifice throughout his career, and he would do well to discuss
that more. He represents the tail end of
a generation that gave so much in lives
lost, but also gained in lessons learned.
Of earning according to your talents and
abilities, and spending it only ·on what
you need. Of graciously taking charity,
but yearning to one day give back what
you have received. Of not being content
to vote present during the bullfights of
life, but rather being ready to jump into
the arena.
Nathan is a 2L and can be reached at
Nathan. Vis@valpo.edu

Perspective from a Citizen Soldier
Korrie Shivers
Guest Writer
n November 2003, I received a
phone call that changed my life forever. The message said this; Shivers you have been ordered to report to
San Antonio, Texas and from there you
will be mobilized in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. I, along with many
others, was sent to help rebuild Iraq.
Thoughts began rushing through my
head; I had about two weeks to get my
life in order before going to the most
dangerous place in the world. It was
quite frightening.
My occupational specialty in the
military is a heavy construction equipment operator. Most of my working
days consisted of operating a bulldozer
or a front end loader. Although I also
operated a one-thousand-gallon fuel
truck. We also rebuilt a bridge across
the Tigris River and paved thousands
of miles of road. Other times I sat in
a guard tower high above our post. In
that year I experienced things that most
people will never experience. We were
shot at almost every day. I had a mortar
hit no less than twenty five meters from
where I stood guard. Our convoys were
attacked. We lost friends. We constantly lived with the fear of not knowing if
today would be the day. But there were
good times too. We renovated an old
movie theater and got to see new releases like Napoleon Dynamite and Team
America. Towards the end of the deployment we had Subway, Burger King
and Pizza Hut. We even had bottled
Frappuccino in the PX (Post Exchange),
now tell me that's not amazing! The
year passed, quicker than I thought, and

I

begged for food, but we could not give
I made it home safely. I returned from
them any because we were ordered not
Iraq in February 2005, with a new perto. The reason for not feeding people
spective on the war.
was not because we did not have the
Soldiers returning from war are always asked the same question, "what do - resources to do it, but it had the potential to start a riot. To leave now, and
you think of the war?" and often times
completely wash our hands of the entire
that question puts a soldier in a precarisituation would be like leaving someone
ous situation. It is your duty to "protect and defend the Constitution of the
to drown when the only thing you need
United States against all enemies, forto do is throw them life preserver.
eign and domestic;" however that duty
The question to be asked now is
does not preclude you from having your not if we should have been there, but
personal thoughts about the war.
what will we do to rebuild? To assist a
As a soldier there was no doubt in
country that in many respects was doing
my mind that if I received notice that I
alright until we go there. Yes we can
would have to be deployed, then I would
argue that a "tyrant" was in power, howgo without a moment's hesitation, beever I can tell you from firsthand expecause that is my duty. I would go with- rience that many Iraqi citizens were
out complaint and I would perform to happy with Saddam Hussein, and there
the best of my ability. However, when I were others who were not happy with
think about the war out of the context of him. It's all relative I suppose. Everybeing a soldier, conflict arises.
one has an opinion. In my opinion, I
I always said to myself I can unwould love for every Soldier, Sailor,
derstand why we are in Afghanistan, but Airman, and Marine to come home now.
I do not understand why we are in Iraq.
But, that is not going to happen. As it
It just does not make sense to me. What stands now, we are between a rock and a
is the correlation between the two counhard place. I don'tthink we should leave
tries? Are there certain policy reasons right away and completely sever ties, I
as to why we are in both countries? I
also don't believe that more Americans
have no idea. What I do know and feel
should be put in harm's way for this
is that we cannot leave now.
war. To fully accomplish our mission
Hindsight is 20/20. Many peo- we must leave Iraq better off than when
ples' opinion on the war has changed we came. Does that mean leading Iraq
from the beginning of the ~ar to now.
to a democratic government? I don't
However it's too late to look back now.
know. Maybe the people of Iraq don't
What is done is done. Now we must want a democracy.
look forward to rebuilding what we
My hope is that the war will end
have essentially destroyed.
soon, and I will no longer have to lose
Our initial convoy into Iraq took sleep at night wondering if my fellow
us past a scene of devastation that I
soldiers will return home safe.
thought you only see in movies, burned
out cars on the side of the road, demol- Korrie Shivers is a 2L and can be
ished buildings, and nonexistent roads.
reached at Korrie.Shivers@valpo.edu
There were children and women who

Be reasonably prudent.
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The light at the
end of the tunnel
It's not as far
away as you may
think ...

Secured Transactions because "it's on
the bar", congratulations, you just took
a class for a whole semester which is
tested less than 5% of the time and if
tested, shows up only as a minor issue
in only one question. In fact, it's at the
bottom of Barbri 's priority list and they
Sherwin Tsai
briefly go over it in roughly two hours.
Alumni in Action
My point for the 2Ls is to spend more
ooking back on these past four time taking what you're interested in
months, I recall the excitement than worrying about what's on the bar
exam. Barbri has got your back.
that I, along with so many of my
When you study, you will need a
colleagues, experienced having finally
study buddy. Yes, some of you study
reached the light at the long dark tunnel
we all knew as "law school." Despite better alone and are at the top of your
the stern warnings about the bar exam class. Forget it, this is a whole new
ball game and you will need someone
from the December grads in our class,
to keep you in check. The bar exam is
the celebration continued and we all
rightfully dubbed by Barbri as a maralooked forward to the one month period of doing absolutely nothing that thon, which means somewhere along
the road, you will question your ability
lay·ahead of us. Some went to Mexico,
some went to Europe. I stayed at home to go through with it. You will need a
and got ready for bar classes because study buddy to keep you motivated on
New York started the Monday after those "glass is half empty days" and
in return, keep your study buddy mograduation. The following months,
tivated when he or she is having one
however, would confirm what others
have called the worst summer of their of those days. My study buddy and I
were not that close at Valpo, but after
lives.
I offer you my story not to frighten having gone through the hell that is the
bar exam, it's as though we were brothyou ... well, perhaps a little. However,
my primary motive is to give you 3Ls ers at war.
Some of you may have jobs before
an idea of what to expect when you do
get out of that tunnel, because your cel- graduation, and the others were not in
ebration will be as quick as Professor the top 1O% ...just kidding. I, along with
Brady Coleman's stay at Valpo. First, many others, was jobless at graduation,
congrats on "passing" the MPRE. Big but do not let that get in the way of your
whoop, that was an exam on one topic. bar studies. Without a license, you are
For some states, such as New York, get useless at whatever job you take as an
associate. There will be plenty of down
ready to learn twenty-four, memorizing minute distinctions between com- time after the bar exam to continue the
mon law, federal law, and state law. I job hunt. Remember one thing; in this
won't be hypocritical by saying I wasn't market, getting a job is not that easy.
happy when I scored well enough on Out of the six of us who moved on to
the MPRE to take the bar in NY, but in the New York City area after graduation,
only two of us had jobs before graduhindsight, I realize how really insignifiation. However, after the bar exam,
cant that accomplishment was.
With respect to bar applications, most of us have great positions where
we are learning everything about law
get on top of it as soon as they are released by the state (some time around practice that we should have learned in
March). You may just forget to include
law school. The important thing to keep
that one piece of information, resulting
in mind is that with your first job, you
in a $100 increase in your application
should find a position where you can
fee. Some applications won't be too
learn everything, not get the bling. Sure
much of a hassle because the Character the bling's nice, but that should just be
and Fitness part won't come until after a bonus.
In closing, I hope this has given
you pass the bar. Others, however will
require you to include pain in the neck most of you 3Ls a picture of what to
expect at the end of your most glorious
documents such as drivering abstracts,
fingerprints, and your criminal history.
year. There is a light at the end of the
tunnel, but there are even more tunnels
Studying for the bar is very mechanical and is tantamount to learning that lie ahead. But in the meantime,
enjoy your final year because it will be
every semester-long core course in one
over in the blink of an eye. Good luck
day, everyday. So yes, get ready to reand maybe I'll catch you at Barrister's.
learn Con Law in one day... get ready to
relearn Evidence in a couple days. And
also get ready to learn some classes
Sherwin Tsai is a 2008 alum and wishes
you've never even taken before in one
he was a 3L.
day. Oh, and for those of you who took

L

Barely Legal, from page 15
those neighbors literally smoke all day
long and would probably not care if you
are in a "closed vehicle" or not. Just
stay away from the daycare so you don't
look like a stalking pedophile. Best of
luck, Bust'em, and thanks for your service in both world wars.

Dear Barely Legal,
I noticed that the PAD Boat Cruise had
low attendance this year because of the
new Administration- imposed rule of no
alcohol on the bus. I have also heard
that there is an ongoing battle between
the Administration and the Student Bar
Association over our alcohol privileges
at student-funded events. What can we
do as students to preserve the sense
of community that we take pride in at
Valparaiso University School ofLaw?
Sincerely,
Lickety Split
Dear Mr. Split,
I have noticed the disturbing trend of
alcohol reduction at traditionally cocktail-centric events. It gives me pause
as Barely Legal and provokes the question, "What is being done with our col-

lective student fund instead?" While I,
as a 3L, would like to retain as much
solidarity that school-wide events provided in the previous years, I have one
foot out the door. However, please note,
SBA President, Laura Wishart, has been
engaged in a tug of war to appease the
Administration's newfound hard line
policies while trying in vain to serve the
majority of her constituents--traditional
students. So far Goliath is winning.
If you are genuinely interested in retaining the traditional school spirit at
VUSL, I suggest students utilize the
student government channels and boycott events with the power of the collective purse until a sense of sovereignty
over our fees is returned to the student
government. I part with these words in
the spirit ofValpo Law Alumnus Mayor
Hatcher, For Valpo Law's sake, "Lets
get ourselves together."
Good Night & Good Luck,
Jon Berbari

Jon is a 3L and can be reached at Jonathon.Berbari@valpo.edu.
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S

o this was not my best week. I
spent the majority of this week
trying to avert disaster from all

sides.
Note: Do not cancel an interview
with a professor five minutes before the
class. Revenge comes swiftly and may
involve a thirteen-page-long case about
a spelling error.
In this building, it is real easy for
students to get stressed out. We are tied
with
m e d
s t u dents
for the
hardest curriculum
on the
planet
and are
expected
to
balance
jobs, activities,
friends,
a n d
fa m ilies. The
SBA and
the student organizations do their best
to give us diversions such as Cardoza
Cup and Boat Cruise to help us relax
among our peers for a bit. But let's face
it, the prospect of hanging out with our
peers is sometimes enough to induce
the tension headache of a century and
when you don't show up due to the
aforementioned laundry list of things to
do, people get on your nerves by asking
you why.
So what the heck are we supposed
to do when we have that mini-meltdown
three hours into a desperate attempt to
understand what the heck Professor
Lind is talking about in Civ Pro? Some
people go get a beer, some people gorge
themselves on Peanut M & Ms. Others go to the gym, the beach, or just sit
on their porch and allow their brains to
·
leak out of their ears.
I don't do any of those things ...
except for maybe the bit about the M &
Ms .... Instead, I think to myself: It can
always be worse. I know what you are
thinking ... how can it possibly be worse
than two hours of [insert the class that
makes you want to bang your head repeatedly against a wall here]? When-

ever l start to think that my life is awful
and I can handle no more, I get on the
Reuters: Oddly Enough website ... because misfortune can always be worse,
it could be considered news.
This week an Australian woman
was held hostage for ten days by a 176
pound pig that was blind in one eye and
named "Bruce." It aggressively hit her
bedroom door with its head in an attempt to be fed by the "animal lover."
When the women attempted to poke the
pig with a broom, in order to get him out
of the room, the pig snapped the broom
handle in
half. This
pig has been
sent to a
farm where
"it will be
put out to
stud."
I
n
Idaho,
a
man was hit
while walking across
a busy one
way street,
suffered
minor injuries, and
was
subsequently
ticketed
for
jaywalkin~. Apparently, he was not in a
pedestrian crossing and the police felt
getting hit by a car wasn't punishment
enough.
A teenager in Iowa was impaled
by a set of deer antlers when trying to
climb through a window into his home
after locking himself out. The deer
antlers were saved by his grandmother
from the deer she hit with her car some
years ago. The good news is that he will
live.
Not enough for you? Because we
can always head over to the Darwin
Awards website for more reassurances
that our lives aren't that bad.
So it could always be worse. Not
only did these poor people have terribly unfortunate things happen to them,
but Reuters was nice enough to publish
their misfortune for the world to mock.
So you may be overworked, barely ge_tting paid (assuming you are getting paid
at all), and your Mom probably left you
one of those neglected family messages
we all get from time to time, but at least
you aren't being held hostage by an
obese one-eyed pig named Bruce, so it
could be worse.

-

Letters to the Editor

1

is betterfor all the world, ifinstead
of waiting to execute degenerate
offspring for crime, or to let them
starve for their imbecility, society can
prevent those who are manifestly unfit
from continuing their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting
the Fallopian tubes. Three generations
of imbeciles are enough. "
If you thought that this excerpt
came from a Nazi handbook on dealing
with "undesirable" people, you would
be dead wrong. Actually, this is part of a
judicial opinion issued by the Supreme
Court ofthe United States in 1927.
Justice Holmes made the above
assertion in Buck v. Bell, through which
the Court affirmed a Virginia law that
permitted the sterilization of the "mental defective" Carrie Buck. She was
one of almost 20,000 forced eugenic
sterilizations that were performed in the
United States by 1935.
Fast forward 53 years. Carrie Buck
was found alive and was discovered to
be a woman of normal intelligence.
What's the point? Can't this Court
opinion be written off as merely reflecting society's brief infatuation with
eugenics and Social Darwinism in the
early twentieth century.
But this is exactly the point. On
(many) more than one occasion the
Supreme Court has rejected sound and
responsible constitutional analysis for
personal predilections or contemporary
social whims.
While the Court has undoubtedly
issued many good decisions and accurate interpretations of the Constitution
throughout its history, it has also made
more than its fair share of gaffes: Dred
Scott v. Sanford, Plessy v. Ferguson, and
Roe v. Wade come to mind.
The fact is that the Constitution is
a legal document - a contract of sorts.
Thus, just as the meaning of a contract
doesn't change, even with the passage
of time, neither should the meaning of
the Constitution. That's what the rule of
law is all about.
Notice that conservatives (like McCain) never favor any "litmus test" for
Supreme Court appointments, except
strict conformity to the Constitution.
Liberals (like Obama) instead want justices who will favor certain policies ( especially abortion) rather than the strict
meaning of the Constitution.
Everyone should understand the
importance of the Supreme Court appointments the next President will
likely make. The rule of law is at stake.
Keep this in mind as you enter the voting booth on Na.vember 4th.
Mike Duffy, 2L
Michael. Duffy@valpo. edu

gether we shall turn darkness
ear Editor:
nto light, despair into hope, and
On Sunday afternoon,
promise into progress ... Let's Get
October 5th, people in 1300
Ourselves Together!"
·
communities across America will pray
-Mayor Richard G. Hatcher
silently along major thoroughfares with
In tribute to this .year's honoree,
signs saying, "Abortion Kills Children,"
Mr. Richard Hatcher (the former Mayor
"Abortion Hurts Women" and "Adopof Gary, Indiana) the theme of the lL tion: The Loving Option." Hundreds of
dinner focused on "getting ourselves toPorter County residents will stand f~r
gether." The 1L dinner was more than
one hour, beginning at 2:00pm, along
a welcome to the class of 2011, and a
Lincolnway starting at Roosevelt in
chance to honor an alumnus who has
Valparaiso, and along Central starting at
significantly influenced both the leCity Hall in Portage. Lake County resigal and political communities. It was
dents will gather on Ridge Rd between
more than just a networking tool to get Burnham Ave and Indianapolis Blvd.
that summer job; it served as the Law
Recent studies have shown that
School's diversity initiative.
the availability of abortion has helped
Dean Conison, Hugo Gamez, and push young women into unwanted sex
University President Mark Heckler, all
and resulting unwanted sexual diseases,
spoke about embracing and celebrating unwanted pregnancies, unwanted abordiversity. Th~ Avalon Manor was filled
tions, and much unwanted depression.
with guests of all ages, and various ethYet one presidential candidate wishes
nic and religious backgrounds. None- . to extend abortion even past birth. He
theless, we came together as the VU has voted repeatedly against protectcommunity to commend Mr. Hatcher ing babies born alive after an attempted
abortion. Isn't it high time to stand up
for his lifetime achievements, and illustrate the type of community that the lLs for women and children, and against
abortion?
have now joined.
After our hour's vigil for life,
Despite the phenomenal energy
everyone is invited to a free picnic in
that permeated throughout the room,
"Celebration of Life." Every baby born
I realized that our entire student body
is a victory for life and a great reason to
does not act in such harmony. In an
academic environment of future law- celebrate. This year, we especially want
to thank God for Sarah Palin's baby
yers, judges, politicians, and the like,
Trig. We'll be waiting for you with food
I think we sometimes forget that this is
and drink from 3:00 to 5:00 pro in Kira service industry. How can we serve
the people, and fulfill our professional choff Park, 504 Roosevelt in Valpo. For
more information, please go to www.
responsibilities as attorneys if we canI ifechain. net.
not ignore the skin color or accept the
This is the seventeenth consecucultural differences of our fellow classtive year that this "Life Chain" has
mates? Will we treat our future clients
taken place in our local communities.
as we treat each other? Will we greet
It is sponsored by many area churches
them with blank stares, feelings of raand two Valparaiso University student
cial superiority, or with total disregard
organizations.
of their needs and concerns?
What is the big deal about skin
Richard
Stith,
JD.(Yale),
color anyway? Nothing! Our society -Prof
obsesses over a mere accumulation of Ph.D. (Yale)
pigmentation. What is the purpose of 812 Brown St., Valparaiso IN 46383
tel. (219) 465-7871 or (219) 464-2351
tanning salons and skin tinting creams
richard.stith@va lpo. edu
if dark skin is SO bad? What does racism provide? Social injustice, tension,
and hate.
LETTERS POLICY:
America is the melting pot of the
world. Our differences only reinforce
The FORUM reserves the right to edit any
our similarities. Traveling around the
contributions and/or reject
world has made me realize that people
them without notification.
Letters must be limited to 400 words.
are all the same. It is only our cultural
ritten contributions must be typed and in
and social values which make us seemelude the author's contact information;
ingly "different."
law students must include
Let us not make the choice of evils
their year in school.
between blatant racism or slighted recUnsigned letters will not be printed.
ognition. Let's focus on entering the
hen referring to specific articles, please in
legal profession and, the service induselude the date and title.
try. Let's make a change, and stand for
something positive. Let's get ourselves
Contributions can be sent to:
FORUM, 656 S. Greenwich Street,
together!

D

Valparaiso, IN 46383;
ia e-mail at forum@valpo.edu; or in hard
opy to The FORUM's mailbox located in th
SBA office.

Bridgitt Anderson, 2L
Bridgitt.Anderson@valpo. edu
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Public Defender vs States Attorney: The
defender's point of view
Teranni Randolph
Forum Staff Writer

ublic Defenders: Priceless
Why do I want to be a
public defender? Because I do
not believe that money should dictate
someone's access to equal justice.
So many times in the past people
have asked me, "How could you defend
all those guilty people, all those murderers?" As law students, we should all
see the flaws in that question by now.
First of all, believe it or not, not everyone who gets arrested is actually guilty.
As a matter of fact, not everyone who
gets convicted of a crime and sits in jail
for 20 years is guilty either. (Just ask
the prosecutor in Dallas, Texas). And
second, not everyone who gets arrested
is a murderer. In fact, murders only account for a small fraction of all violent
crimes that take place in this country
each year.
But even with all of the flaws in
that annoying question, I think that patt
of the answer lies in what John Adams
said in his passionate closing argument
on behalf of the British soldiers accused
of shooting and killing five Americans
during the Boston Massacre: Even the
most despised criminal in American history is entitled to a legal defense. And as
the famous saying goes: It is better to let
ten guilty men go free, than to convict
one innocent man.
Unfortunately, many prosecu-

P

tors these days, including the Clarence
Thomas supporter who is writing the
opposition to this opinion, do not seem
to know the difference between guilt
and innocence- just ask the prosecutor
from the Clarence Thomas supporter's
hometown. Nor do prosecutors seem to
care about an accused's innocence, particularly, I think, because they cannot
seem to comprehend the simple concept of "innocent until proven guilty".
In fact, I'll go so far as to say that if
prosecutors and cops, because they are
indeed on the same dark side, had their
way in this country, the 2nd, 4th, 5th,
6th, and 8th Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution would probably not exist.
Actually, they already pretend as if they
don't exist, but I'm starting to get off
track here.
As a result of the actions of the
brave souls that take it upon themselves
to stand up for the rights of the unpopular Americans, many prosecutors have
found ways to "beat the system" by using
unfair and underhanded techniques. As
the DaJlas prosecutor at least impliedly
admits, he allows the Innocence Project
of Texas to scour through old case files
in his office. Even so, the act of one
so-called "heroic" prosecutor is hardly
enough to make up for the damage that
has already been done. Therefore, it has
largely become the function of public
defenders to act as an honorable "police
force", if you will, that stands between
the powerful government and the poor

little guy, forcing prosecutors to do their
jobs currently while honoring all rights
of anyone accused of a crime, whether
it be murder or jaywalking.
But I think that the other part of
the answer to that irritating question
is this: As a public defender, there are
times when you stand by your client
in court and rejoice when a verdict of
"not guilty" is returned. And, of course,
there are times when your client accepts
a guilty plea, or has to listen to a jury
read off a verdict of "guilty." You may
be satisfied in knowing that you helped
secure your client the b~st plea agreement possible, or you may feel that you
weren't cut out for criminal defense and
that you let your client down when he
or she is taken into custody after being
found guilty. But I know that this much
is true: When you've done everything
that you can do, and things don't work
out as well as you bad hoped, but the
client still turns to you, shakes your
hand, looks you in the eye and says,
"Thank you for giving me the time of
day and giving me the trial no one else
wanted me to have," it makes all the difference in the world. It makes my career of defending the rights of"all those
guilty people, all those murderers''
worthwhile, and my very costly license
to practice law ... well ... priceless.
Teranni is a 3L and can be reached at
Teranni.Randolph@valpo.edu.

Public Defender vs States Attorney: The
prosecution's point of view
Drew Taylor
Forum Staff Writer

P

eoples' reactions are always interesting to me whenever I tell
them that I want to work in public service. People get equally as perplexed when I say that I would like to be
a prosecutor. I'm not sure whether it's
the sympathetic defendant, or the idea
of overzealous police officers scouring
the streets for people to pick up, but
something turns people off of about
prosecutors. Some people chalk it up to
me being from Texas. Surely everyone
knows how tough they are on criminals
in Texas. Hell, I've even had a professor tell me that I was on some Clarence
Thomas B.S.
I've done an externship with the
Lake County Prosecutor's Office and
I've also worked at the DA's office back
home in Denton County, Texas. I thoroughly enjoyed both of those experiences. There are two incidents that helped
shape my desire to work for a prosecu-

tor. One incident happened while I was
working on an assignment at the office
and a murder victim's sister who would
soon be testifying was brought in. It
was painful to have to hear her crying
right behind me.
On another occasion, I worked on
an extradition motion for a rape suspect
who had fled the country right after the
judge had denied the request to have his
passport revoked as part of his bail. I
think many times people mistake the
suspect as being the sympathetic figure
in the legal system. The suspect is seen
as someone who might have been in the
wrong place at the wrong time. Perhaps
it's also the idea that sometimes the
crimes a suspect is accused of arguably
shouldn't be crimes in the first place.
Prosecutors are entrusted with the
responsibility of doing justice. Part of
doing justice is making sure that those
who commit crimes are punished. The
more satisfying part of prosecuting
crimes is when you help the real victims
of the crimes. I think about being able
to provide closure to the sister of a mur-

dered brother. It won't bring him back,
but it will certainly alleviate the pain
of knowing that the person who took
her brother from her will be punished.
Maybe our society is better served by
seeing that those who take advantage
of judicial technicalities are ultimately
brought back to be held accountable for
their crimes.
It would be irresponsible for me
to not admit that there is the potential
for innocent persons to be convicted,
but it would be equally irresponsible
for defense attorneys to deny that guilty
persons are going free. It is how the
system works. We're two sides of the
same coin. Sometimes prosecutors are
the bad guys and sometimes defense attorneys are the slime balls. It's an honorable system that needs good people
on both sides. I just feel bad for the
people that will be standing on the opposite side of me.

Forum StaffWriterr

Dear Barely Legal,
The 1L practice exam is on the horizon
and I'm a nervous wreck. How do I prepare for this thing, and will my performance be indicative of how well I do in
law school?
Sincerely,
Kenny "Big Double Stack" House
What's Good Kenny BDS House!,
Please don't get all worked up
about a practice exam. It's an appropriate time to make sure you understand
that in the near future you will be taking the real exams. There isn't a whole
lot of material to study for those things
anyway. Just put some knowledge on
there in an organized fashion so the
faculty knows you are cognizant of the
fact that you are in law school-that's
the free science, and you're welcome
Big Double Stack! As for whether your
practice performance is indicative of
your actual performance, that question
is above our pay grade.
2Ls and 3Ls, please remember the
eve of the practice exam on Thursday,
October 2nd is a traditional holiday

that must be commemorated. It is our
solemn duty to uphold "National Jagerbomb Day." Simply put, the Class
of '07 began this tradition under the
auspices of Shijo Mullappallil's com. munity organizing with the intention of
acknowledging the perfect concoction
that is Jagermeister and Red Bull energy
drink. The depressant effect of the alcohol complements the stimulant effect of
the energy drink as the ulimate therapy
for both the mind and the body. Current
upperclassmen are encouraged to anesthetize themselves at Martini's. However, please beware (based on previous
reports from unsuspecting students)
that those observed at Martini's imbibing the ambrosia are subject to a suspicious summons by an over zealous and
extra-curious staff. You may be called
upstairs into various offices to discuss
your alcohol consumption in a conceivably awkward situation. Just remember,
you pay tuition for this treatment.
Dear Barely Legal,
I am a non-traditional student and
I have been a smoker for 50 years. I
have complied with the heightened
non-smoking policy, since it has been
enforced. I received Dean Conison s

What's
Your
Issue?
The Bailout
Managing Editor

T

mine what the final balance is at the end

See Barely Legal, page 13

See Bailout, page 4

email asking me to not smoke on the
surrounding property across Freeman
Street. Can he regulate the grounds off
of the school property? I 've got socks
older than that man, who is he to tell me
not to smoke?!
Upset and Concerned,
Betsy Bust 'em

The Forum thanks you.
Diamond Level
The Hon. David L. Chidester, '81
Valparaiso, IN

his is my personal favorite of
all the foreboding words that
you hear in the news these days.
Not only does it mean big trouble, but
you need an economics Ph.D. to truly
understand what it does or even what it
means. I have a history degree, so I'm
completely lost. Lucky for me (and
now you), here at Valpo Law we have
some pretty sharp faculty members who
were happy to explain to me how we got
to "the bailout" and what it means for
the average American.
I asked Valpo Law's own nationally recognized expert to explain to me
how exactly we went from Bear Stearns
needing a loan to Congress' proposal to
use 700 billion taxpayer dollars to save
the financial markets. Professor White
explained that when Bear Stearns was
having issues, the Federal Reserve ("the
Fed") was OK with bailing out companies individually but "unfortunately the
disease was spreading and when one
would be bailed out, five more would be
waiting." However, this changed when
Lehman Brothers announced that they
would be filing for bankruptcy.
Lehman Brothers, like many financial institutions and investors, was
involved in the money market. The way
that a money market works is that at the
end of the business day, an investment
bank would do the books and find out
how much money had been deposited,
how much ha~ been loaned, and deter-

Dear wise and venerable colleague,
Bust'em,
First of all, thank you for walking a
couple hundred yards off campus to cater to your nicotine addiction. I, Barely
Legal, am aware that no one has thanked
you for your compliance with being
treated like sub-humans in the school's
policy of exiling you from the campus
to engage in use of the substance that
built the United States of America into
the economic powerhouse that it is ....
wait.... Anyway, I can only imagine
that there is no law or ridiculous policy
that says you can't smoke anywhere off
campus. Apparently, you must only
concern yourself with being "neighborly." I, as a neighbor of the law school
who crosses Freeman Street everyday,
can tell you without hyperbole that all

Drew is a 3L who can be reached at
Drew. Taylor@valpo.edu
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Scott Bromann, '77 Glen Ellyn, IL

Sari Crouch

of the day, which is almost never zero.
If there is money left over at the end of
the day then that money can be loaned,
in overnight or 30 to 60 day loans (it's
called commercial paper if you want
to sound smart) to other institutions to
make their balance for the day. If there
is a deficit at the end of the day, then one
financial institution can borrow money
from another financial institution in an
overnight loan. When Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy there were still
loans out to them from the money market that would go unpaid in the bankruptcy. The result was that one money
market fund broke the unwritten rule
that you never "break the buck." When
the market fund informed their shareholders that they would not be receiving
the principal from the loans to Lehman
Brothers back, but instead ninety-seven
cents on the dollar, investors got upset
and wanted to abandon their investment before things got worse. The big
investment pensions and other large
money market investors pulled out of
the fund, in what was essentially a run
on the money market. This is bad, but
according to Professor White, given
time it could have been recovered from,
if it weren't coinciding with another
problem.
This is where the sub-prime mortgage cnsts comes in. Securitization
lenders are lenders that lend money in a
larger, long-term scale such as car loans,
student loans, and mortgages. These
lenders is ue investments called Mortgage Backed Securities based on a pool
of loans. These securities were generally a good investment based on the fact
that the last thing people would let go of
when in debt is their home. However,
sub-prime mortgages being foreclosed
upon made these kinds of bonds incredibly high risk and not a risk that investors were willing to take, so the loans
were made but there was no investment
backing it up and banks were forced to
go further into debt to keep themselves
afloat through the money market or
through excess leverage of company
assets.

Barely Legal
Jon Berbari
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Photo Con·test

Lief Distad "pitches" in at VU Day of Caring
Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

Taking a break while helping out at Porter
County Animal Shelter
Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

The first person to correctly identify the mystery photo above will win a

$15 gift certificate to Pikk's Tavern.
E-mail your responses to forum@valpo.edu

Justice Goldstone
Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

Former Gary Mayor Richard Hatcher chats
with student Marcus Flinders
Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

SELA students inside Lucas Oil Field
Abigail Rom/ The Forum

2L Ladies contributing to Valpo's active nightlife
Mary Gilliam/ The Forum
Drew Taylor/ The For1,1m

Mothers, lock up your daughters!
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